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Abstract

Advances and retreats of mountain glaciers in Arctic and alpine areas are one of the most
visible signs of climatic changes. Glaciers therefore play an important role as sensitive
climate change indicators. Glacier products derived from remote sensing sources are
important for change studies and as input to glaciological and climate models. The
research in this thesis includes analyses that range from using the most common glacier
mapping methods, to exploring and developing new glacier mapping methods for dense
time-series data.

A change study of glacier area and length changes of all glaciers in Norway was per-
formed by comparing old analogue maps (from the period 1950-1980) with satellite images
(from the period 1999-2006). The glacier retreat was found to be 11 % over a mean period
of ∼30 years, corresponding to a glacier loss of 326 km2 (ca. 11 km2 per year). The largest
reduction of glacier area was found for the northernmost glaciers, with a 17 % decrease,
and several glaciers had been downwasting and disintegrating. Currently, many of these
glaciers in Finnmark only consist of ice patches, and will soon be completely melted away.
The current multi-spectral band ratio method to retrieve glacier outlines was applied
on new Sentinel-2A images, which resulted in more accurately derived glacier outlines
compared to previous satellite sensors, especially due to improved spatial resolution.

To meet the needs of newly launched optical satellite sensors that provide dense medium
resolution time-series, new and robust glacier mapping methods were developed and inves-
tigated. By studying pixel values on glaciers in a chronological order, a seasonal pattern
of snow and ice was found. This temporal variation on glaciers was found to be caused
most likely by the sensitivity of the short wave infrared band to snow and ice grain size.
This pixel pattern difference on glaciers compared to pixels outside the glaciers could be
exploited to improve glacier mapping in the future.

Optical satellite sensors cannot retrieve usable data under dark or cloudy conditions.
This is especially challenging in maritime glacier regions with frequent cloud cover. By
using radar satellites, which can receive transmitted signals though clouds and in the
winter-time, glaciers can be observed when optical imagery is missing, although in a
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different way since the radar satellite sensors operate in different wavelenghts/frequencies
than optical satellites. The existing and future extensive amount of multi-sensor time-
series data can be used for multiple purposes such as retrieving and tracking the transient
snow line throughout the melt season, to study changes in glacier facies and firn evolution
patterns, to detect winter weather events, and to derive glacier outlines. In a broad sense,
this thesis has contributed to understanding how properties of glaciers are observed and
manifested in dense satellite data time-series. These findings have implications for future
glacier mapping methods, and provide a step towards implementing automatic mapping
approaches.
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Sammendrag

Isbreer endrer seg i takt med klimaet, og er derfor viktige klimaindikatorer. I frem-
tiden vil breene måtte kartlegges hyppigere, siden utstrekningen til breene stadig endrer
seg verden over. Siden satellittbilder er en kostnadseffektiv og rik kilde til gode data,
samtidig som de dekker store områder, brukes satellittdata ofte til kartlegging av breer.
Brevariabler fra satellittbilder er viktige for endringsanalyser og i bre- og klimamodeller.
Denne doktoravhandlingen presenterer eksisterende brekartleggingsmetoder, og utforsker
nye metoder for å kartlegge breer ved bruk av satellittbilder med høy tidsoppløsning.

I en areal- og lengdeendringsstudie av alle breer i Norge, ble det beregnet at breenes
areal i Norge har minket med 11 % i en gjennomsnittsperiode på ∼30 år. Dette innebærer
en total minking på 326 km2, og tilsvarer ca. 11 km2 i året. I denne analysen ble blant
annet eldre papirkart (fra perioden 1950-1980) og satellittbilder (fra perioden 1999-2006)
sammenliknet. Den største arealendringen ble observert i Nord-Norge hvor det ble målt
17 % minking. Flere breer i Finnmark består i dag kun av isrester og er i ferd med å
forsvinne helt.

I dag er det vanlig å kartlegge omkretsen til breer fra et optisk satellittbilde med gode
snøforhold, ved å benytte de spektrale forskjellene mellom det røde og det kortbølgede in-
frarøde båndet. Denne kartleggingsmetoden ble også utprøvd på nye Sentinel-2A satellitt-
bilder, som har høyere romlig oppløsning og dermed gir mer nøyaktige resultater enn
tidligere.

Nye optiske satellitter vil forsyne verden med tidsserier bestående av hyppige satel-
littscener. For å utforske mulige analysemetoder for slike data, ble robuste metoder som
er tilpasset høy temporal oppløsning av tidsserie-data utviklet og undersøkt. Ved å ta
hensyn til den kronologiske rekkefølgen av satellittbildene, ble sesongvariasjonen i hver
piksel på breene studert og karakterisert. Denne variasjonen skyldes mest sannsynlig det
kortbølgede infrarøde båndets sensitivitet til snøens krystallstørrelse, og vil kunne brukes
til å kartlegge breer, siden pikslene på breen gir et annet temporalt mønster enn pikslene
utenfor breen.
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Optiske satellitter ser ikke gjennom skyer eller i vinter- og nattemørket. Radarsatellitter
gjør derimot dette, og observerer breene med andre bølgelengder enn de optiske satellitt-
sensorene. Ved å bruke bilder fra disse to sensortypene, ble den høye temporale oppløs-
ningen utnyttet til å utforske breer på en ny måte enn tidligere. På grunn av regelmessige
og hyppige bilder var det mulig å følge snølinja på breen og dens smeltemønster gjen-
nom sommersesongen. I tillegg var det mulig å observere overflatetyper og prosesser i
firn, varmt og vått vær på breene om vinteren, samt kartlegging av breareal. Sett under
ett har denne doktoravhandlingen bidratt med å forstå breegenskaper gjennom å bruke
tidsserier av satellittbilder på nye måter. Dette har implikasjoner for fremtidige brekart-
leggingsmetoder og er et steg videre mot implementering av automatiske metoder.
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Part I

Overview









1 Introduction

1.1 Significance of glaciers and their mapping
Since 1970, the mean global annual temperature has increased by 0.17 ◦C per decade. In the
last three consecutive years (2014-2016), the global temperature has never been higher, and
2016 was the warmest year since measurements started in 1880 (NOAA, 2017). Glaciers and
ice sheets are important components of the cryosphere, and are considered as essential climate
variables (GCOS, 2003). A change in these components is evidence of a warming global climate,
and has potentially a major effect on the global sea level (Gardner et al., 2013). Alone, when
all perennial ice masses outside Greenland and Antarctica are considered, glaciers cover 0.5 %
of the global land surface, and have a potential for 0.41 m sea level rise (Vaughan et al., 2013).

Glacier change can be observed using different measurement techniques, such as in situ mea-
surements, remote sensing observations and modeling approaches. Together, these sources of
data complement each other, and act as interdisciplinary validation and calibration sources.
Using remote sensing techniques for monitoring glacier area and facies is necessary due to the
remote location of glaciers, and the extensive covering over large geographical areas. Glacier
area and length changes provide a good first order estimate of the state of glaciers in a region
(Haeberli and Hoelzle, 1995). To get a more precise measure of these changes, surface mass-
balance measurements estimate how much accumulated snow is deposited, and how much of
this snow is melted within a mass-balance year (Cogley et al., 2011). In addition, mass balance
can also be assessed using digital elevation models, and is then called geodetic mass balance
(Cogley, 2009a). If glaciers melt and lose more mass than they accumulate, the result is water
that contributes to sea level rise. Such rise can be estimated using remote sensing sources or
models (Gardner et al., 2013; Huss and Hock, 2015). Mass-balance models provide valuable
information about a glacier, in addition to the point-based in situ mass-balance measurements,
since spatio-temporal variability of the mass balance is also assessed (e.g. Van Pelt and Kohler,
2015). Modeling of mass balance also provides estimates of run-off (e.g. Engelhardt et al., 2014).
Furthermore, modeling approaches are also important in estimating future glacier development
(e.g. Giesen and Oerlemans, 2013; Clark et al., 2016).

Glaciers need to be mapped frequently because of warmer climate, especially in high latitudes
(Isaksen et al., 2016), and due to rapidly changing glacier extent, mass and dynamics (Zwally
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1 Introduction

et al., 2002; Paul et al., 2007; Marzeion et al., 2014). Additionally, rapid glacier change can
directly or indirectly cause natural hazards such as glacier lake outburst floods and massive
glacial avalanches (e.g. Engeset et al., 2005; Strauss, 2017). Besides being an important measure
for climate, glaciers are beautiful, fascinating and not least diverse nature phenomena which
attract tourists worldwide. For many mountainous countries, glaciers are an important water
resource, and many are connected to hydro power production. Additionally, glaciers are a
valuable source of freshwater for millions of people, as they serve as huge water supplies in many
high mountain regions, for example in the Himalayas (Immerzeel et al., 2010).

1.2 Motivation
Of the world’s ∼198 000 glaciers (Pfeffer et al., 2014), only about 5000 are actually measured
in field (WGMS, 2016), and multi-temporal remote sensing data are a vital source to fill in the
measurements. Uniform baseline data sets are valuable for parametrization of models and in
change analysis. Therefore, these data sets are crucial to better understand the state of glaciers,
especially in regions with scarce in situ observations.

Previously, optical satellite data related to mapping of glaciers could be challenging to re-
trieve in glacierized regions, since cloud-free imagery was rarely available due to low revisit
times (Racoviteanu et al., 2009). Often a multi-year period would be needed to map a glacier
region (Andreassen et al., 2012). This problem will be reduced as new satellite sensors provide
tremendous amounts of satellite imagery. The wealth of new sensors, together with existing
satellite data archives, gives new opportunities. Frequent repeat times can change how glaciers
are mapped. Therefore, methods need to be improved and revisited, striving towards more
automatic approaches.

Multi-spectral satellite data have already contributed significantly to glacier observation, and
involve the use of visual, near-infrared, short-wave infrared, thermal and the radar part of the
electromagnetic spectrum (Kääb et al., 2014). Newly launched satellites, Sentinel-1, Sentinel-2
and Landsat 8, provide a vast amount of free and open optical and synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) remote sensing imagery (Drusch et al., 2012; Torres et al., 2012; Roy et al., 2014). These
satellites have significantly improved the temporal resolution of satellite acquisitions in the world,
not least in high-latitude areas because they are polar orbiting. Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 are
both constellations of two satellites in orbit providing 6 and 5 days repeat time at the equator,
respectively. Utilizing these data to map glaciers has not yet been fully explored. Together,
they will form the core of operational glacier mapping in the future (Paul et al., 2015; Nagler
et al., 2015).

Glacier outlines are widely used for a range of applications such as glacier change assessments
(Andreassen et al., 2008) and modeling assessments (Marzeion et al., 2014). Accurate represen-
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tation of glacier extent used in models is important, and small changes in the ablation area have
substantial impact on modeled climatic mass balance (Østby et al., 2017). The most common
way to map glacier area is the multi-spectral thresholded band radio method used on a single
optical satellite image (e.g. Bayr et al., 1994; Sidjak and Wheate, 1999; Paul and Kääb, 2005).
This is a robust and reliable method when the optical satellite scene has suitable snow and cloud
conditions, and the semi-automatic method provides similar results as manual digitizing (Paul
et al., 2013).

Information about glacier facies can be used in energy balance modeling (Wolken et al.,
2009), and for simple parametrization in degree-day melt models (Hock, 2003). Glacier mapping
variables like glacier facies can be mapped using both optical and SAR-data. However, these
are often used separately as they measure different information regarding the glaciers (Williams
et al., 1991; Hall et al., 2000; Kääb et al., 2014). Glacier facies, but also other mapping
variables are often derived from optical imagery. However, the number of optical images is
limited in mountain and high latitude regions due to cloud cover and the polar night. SAR
backscatter signals can penetrate through clouds and reflect from the ground also in darkness,
which is especially advantageous in high latitude areas during winter. Continuous and dense
repeat acquisitions with sufficient spatial resolution has until now been limited in the SAR-image
archive. Therefore, possible temporal patterns of backscatter from this type of data is poorly
studied on glaciers, and understanding of the interaction between microwaves and surfaces are
still limited Woodhouse (2006). Since sufficient data are now available, new mapping methods
using SAR imagery in addition to optical satellite imagery should be investigated.

1.3 Objectives
The main goal of this PhD thesis was to derive a better understanding of the temporal signature
of glaciers for mapping purposes, using time-series from multi-sensory satellite images. In this
work, both optical and SAR time-series data were used to map glaciers. The current state-of-
the-art methods were applied, and new mapping methods were explored.

The specific objectives were to:

• Use the multi-spectral band ratio method for mapping glacier outlines using Landsat 4/5
TM and 7 ETM+ to quantify glacier area and length changes by comparing the new
inventory with previous inventories (including digitized topographic maps) of glaciers in
Norway (Paper I).

• Study and document how the multi-spectral glacier outline mapping method performs on
imagery from the newly launched optical satellite Sentinel-2A images (Paper II).
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1 Introduction

• Test how the seasonal evolution of snow and ice can be utilized for robust glacier mapping
using e.g. curve fitting on dense time-series of optical satellite images. Exploit the his-
torical archive of satellite data for quantifying and understanding change in surface types
and area over time (Paper III).

• Explore future methods for glacier mapping applications using dense time-series of SAR
C-band imagery (glacier facies, snow and firn pack evolution, weather events, outlines).
Study the synergy of optical and SAR imagery for glacier mapping purposes, and explain
SAR backscatter time-series results using modeled data (Paper IV).

The focus of the work has been glaciers and ice caps. Many glacier regions were studied,
including Svalbard, mainland Norway, southern Patagonia, the Chugach mountains in Alaska,
the Pamirs (Tajikistan/Kyrgyzstan) and northern Tibet. The study areas cover a wide range of
glacier types found at various altitudes and in a range of different climatic zones.

In this thesis, free and open medium resolution satellite images from SAR backscatter and
optical reflectance data were used (10-30 m spatial resolution), except from Radarsat-2 SAR
imagery that was delegated from quotas. Other satellite sensors, either optical or radar-based
systems with lower spatial resolution, were not considered, as they are usually not suitable for
use in high mountain regions. Debris-covered glaciers were not considered in this thesis as debris-
cover mapping relies on a multitude of other techniques and data sources (e.g. Frey et al., 2012;
Robson et al., 2015), which were beyond the scope of this thesis. Field work was not a part of
this PhD, as using remote sensing sources has proven to be accurate, for example when mapping
glacier outlines (Paul et al., 2013). However, in situ measurements from the Norwegian Water
Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) were used for validation purposes (Paper I, IV).
In addition, model and meteorological data has been used for validation of SAR backscatter
imagery (Paper IV).

1.4 Outline
This thesis consist of three parts: A general overview (Part I ), four scientific papers (Part II )
and appendices (Part III ).

Part I gives an overview of the current state of knowledge regarding mapping of glaciers
using remote sensing sources. After the "Introduction" here in chapter 1, chapter 2 "Remote
Sensing-based Glacier Mapping" describes the background and methods in addition to the most
common glacier mapping variables. To sustain a logic order of the topics, they are presented and
discussed at the same time. Examples from this PhD work are used to explain how time-series
of optical and SAR satellite data can be interpreted. The sub-chapter "Spectral properties of
snow and ice", includes a description of the satellite sensors used. In chapter 3, "Summary of
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1.4 Outline

Research", the four papers are summarized. Chapter 4 "Conclusions and future perspectives"
gives concluding remarks, and touches upon future aspects regarding glacier mapping.

Part II presents the published papers (Paper I, II and III) and a manuscript (Paper IV).
Finally, Part III contains the appendices listing work done during this PhD (Appendices A, B
and C), and a day of year (DOY) calendar (Appendix D).
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Chapter 2
Remote Sensing-based 
Glacier Mapping

A Sentinel-2A image from 2 August 2016, with enhanced true colors over the glaciers 
in James I Land and the inner part of Ekmanfjorden, Svalbard.





2 Remote sensing-based glacier
mapping

2.1 Background
The understanding of glaciers and their properties has been evolving since the 18th century.
Gathered knowledge through multiple centuries has laid the foundation of modern glacier stud-
ies, which started around the 1950s (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). However, worldwide reports
on regional glacier variations of retreat and advance started already in the late 19th century
(Haeberli et al., 1989). Glacier mapping using remote sensing sources began in the 1950s and
1960s as the availability of aerial photography increased (e.g. Pope et al., 2014). The first satel-
lite observations over glaciers retrieved from the Corona series are now more than 50 years old
(Kargel et al., 2014). In addition to topographic maps, these first satellite images are a signifi-
cant historical source of information for glaciological change studies at a later stage (e.g. Bolch
et al., 2010). The initial large scale monitoring of glaciers using satellite remote sensing, started
with the optical Landsat MSS satellites in the 1970s (Østrem, 1975; Howarth and Ommanney,
1986). Almost a decade later, the first study on mapping glaciers using synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) sensors was published, namely Seasat SAR and SIR-A (Rott, 1984). Extensive insights
have been gained from using optical and SAR satellite data within glaciology, not only by using
visual interpretation, but also more recently through image processing (e.g. König et al., 2001
and sections 2.4 and 2.6). With today’s large amount of remote sensing data, glaciers are now
mapped extensively, and will be mapped even more in the future.

The making of one joint glacier inventory of all glaciers in the world started with the World
Glacier Inventory (WGI) in 1957-58 (Cogley, 2009b). Glacier mapping variables from remote
sensing sources are gathered by national organizations and projects, and are collected in the data
repository of the Global Land Ice Measurements from Space (GLIMS) (Raup et al., 2007). The
Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI) is a compilation of glacier outlines from the whole world with
the purpose of obtaining a complete global mask for use in for example modeling assessments
(Pfeffer et al., 2014). Glacier outlines from Paper I have been delivered to GLIMS and RGI
databases. Today, GLIMS (which also includes the RGI) is the main source of worldwide glacier
outlines, and also stores other variables coming from glacier mapping such as glacier lakes. The
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Global Terrestrial Network for Glaciers (GTN-G) is an international cooperation to monitor
glaciers and ice caps and is jointly run by the World Glacier Monitoring Service (WGMS), the
U.S. National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) and GLIMS (GTN-G, 2016). Additionally,
the ESA Glaciers CCI project covers large glacierized regions where the focus is to map glacier
area, elevation changes and surface velocity fields, also in cooperation with GLIMS (Paul et al.,
2015). All these initiatives are valuable for creating free, open and uniform baseline data sets
for use in future measurements, analysis and modeling assessments.

2.2 Definition and properties of a glacier
When people think of glaciers, they might imagine masses of ice in a high mountain region, or
enormous ice sheets like in Greenland and Antarctica. Glaciers are indeed diverse and a suitable
definition that covers them all can be challenging. Cuffey and Paterson (2010, p.1) describe
glaciers in an overall way like this:

"All ice bodies originating as accumulations of snowfall: mountain glaciers and
icefields, small ice caps, continental ice sheets, and floating ice shelves."

The definition of glaciers given by Cogley et al. (2011, p.45) is more specific:

"A perennial mass of ice, and possibly firn and snow, originating on the land
surface by the recrystallization of snow or other forms of solid precipitation and
showing evidence of past or present flow."

The definitions vary and, to some degree, depend on the field of study. In terms of studying
glacier dynamics, it is usually stated, among other properties, that a glacier is flowing down-
slope and is controlled by ice deformation and sliding (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). In the field of
hydrology, glaciers and snow are considered as a storage of water delaying water runoff (Jansson
et al., 2003). In the case of glacier related natural hazards, the size does not matter at all, as
long as the hazard is directly or indirectly caused by a mass of ice (Kääb et al., 2005).

The two most basic zones on a glacier are the ablation and the accumulation zones (Figure
2.1a). The transition zone between the two is called the equilibrium line and is where the
annual surface mass balance is zero. The altitude of this line defines the equilibrium line altitude
(ELA). Above the equilibrium line, the glacier gains mass, and below it loses mass. The annual
accumulation area ratio (AAR) is a way to measure the "health" of the glacier from year to year,
and is calculated by taking the area of the accumulation area and divide it by the whole glacier
area (Cogley et al., 2011).
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2.2 Definition and properties of a glacier

Figure 2.1: a) Glacier facies based on glaciological investigations from Benson (1962) and Müller (1962),
b) Glacier facies based on spectral-reflectance measurements from optical satellite sensors (Figure source:
USGS (2016), modified from Williams et al. (1991))

Snow that falls during winter, and melts during summer is called seasonal snow. After a period
of time, depending on the climate, yearly snow layers accumulate upon each other to become
firn, and eventually the deeper layers will turn into ice (Benn and Evans, 2014). Perennial
snow (or snow fields) is defined as snow present on the ground, year after year, and is larger
in size than snow patches (Cogley et al., 2011). Such small bodies are challenging to identify
as a glacier, especially when solely using remote sensing sources (see section 2.2.1). Smaller
glaciers are called glacierets, and are typically less than 0.25 km2 in extent, and usually lack
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any large scale flow patterns visible at the surface. These are therefore easy to confuse with
snow patches (Cogley et al., 2011). The distinction between glaciers and glacierets, is usually
based on whether there are signs of movement or not, respectively (UNESCO, 1970). Glacierets,
which might be remnants from disintegrated glaciers, are very sensitive to the present warming
climate, and many do no longer have an accumulation area and therefore become stagnant, and
retreat (e.g. Ødegård et al., 2017). In many glaciated regions in the world, small glaciers such as
glacierets are numerous and contribute significantly to the world’s total ice volume (Bahr and
Radić, 2012).

Glaciers can be categorized into glacier facies (zones), dividing one part of the glacier from
another, and vary between glacier type and region (Figure 2.1a) (Benson, 1962; Williams et al.,
1991; Cogley et al., 2011). The dry-snow facies have no melting, even in summer. On alpine
glaciers the percolation facies are considered as the upper accumulation area with occasional
melt of the winter snow. When percolated water refreezes in the snowpack, it may form ice
lenses and ice layers. Wet-snow facies are found where there is extensive melting throughout the
melt season with meltwater percolateing down into the firn below (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010).
The superimposed ice is in the transition zone between ice and firn, and is formed by meltwater
refreezing onto the glacier ice. Usually, air bubbles are present in the superimposed ice (König
et al., 2002; Langley et al., 2009). Note, not all glaciers have superimposed ice facies, but they
tend to be frequent in high Arctic regions like Svalbard. In the lower part of the glacier we find
the ablation zone, which is the glacier ice facies. Detailed descriptions of the different facies can
be found in Cuffey and Paterson (2010).

Glacier centerlines are useful for many glaciological applications such as modeling assessments
(e.g. Paul and Linsbauer, 2012), glacier volume changes (e.g. Kienholz et al., 2016), analyzing
velocity fields (e.g. Heid and Kääb, 2012), glacier length change analysis (Paper I), and for
glacier inventories (e.g. Paul et al., 2009). Centerlines can either be derived manually, which is a
time consuming task, or can be found automatically using glacier outlines and DEMs (Kienholz
et al., 2014; Machguth and Huss, 2014).
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2.2.1 Definition of a glacier from a remote sensing perspective
A rather broad definition of a glacier related to optical satellite imagery is defined by GLIMS
(Racoviteanu et al., 2009, p.56):

"A glacier or perennial snow mass, identified by a single GLIMS glacier ID, consists
of a body of ice and snow that is observed at the end of the melt season, or, in the
case of tropical glaciers, after transient snow melts. This includes, at a minimum,
all tributaries and connected feeders that contribute ice to the main glacier, plus all
debris-covered parts of it. Excluded is all exposed ground, including nunataks. An
ice shelf shall be considered as a separate glacier"

Satellite images typically used for glacier regional mapping have lower spatial resolution (10-
30 m) than aerial photography (< 0.5 m), thus fewer details can be detected, and it can be
difficult to separate disintegrating glaciers from e.g. perennial snow (Paul et al. (2004b); Paper
I). When creating glacier inventories, aerial photography can be used to determine if an ice or
snow patch in a satellite image is a glacieret, by manually controlling snow and ice patches <
0.01 km2 (Andreassen et al., 2012).

Figure 2.1b shows the glacier facies possible to retrieve from optical satellite imagery. Glacier
facies can also be mapped with SAR-data (Rott, 1984), and volume properties of the glacier play
a role in addition to the surface properties (Woodhouse, 2006). To represent the complexity of
the glacier surface for classification, medium spatial resolution imagery (20, 30 and 60 m pixel
size) is often sufficient (Pope and Rees, 2014).

2.2.2 Spectral properties of snow and ice
Four types of data domains are considered in this thesis: the spatial, temporal, spectral and
radiometric domains. These domains are represented with various resolutions depending on the
satellite sensor system (Kääb, 2005). Spatial resolution refers to the pixel size in a satellite image.
Temporal resolution is the time between two satellite image acquisitions. Spectral resolution is
the sensors ability to resolve spectral details, defined by the location and width of spectral bands
in the electromagnetic spectrum. Related to the spectral resolution, the radiometric resolution
is the number of bits per pixel which determines how many grey values an image pixel can have
to represent the spectral values (Kääb, 2005).

The spectral bands included in satellite sensors are sensitive to the properties of snow and ice.
It is the surface and subsurface physical properties of snow and ice that impact the reflectance
observed in each band. In this thesis, the main emphasis is on two sensor systems that observes
in two electromagnetic domains, namely the optical and the SAR. Figure 2.2 shows the spectral
bands of the optical satellite sensors, Landsat 8, Sentinel-2, and the SAR C-band satellite sensors,
Sentinel-1 and Radarsat-2.
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Figure 2.2: Spectral wavelengths and band properties of optical and SAR satellite sensors, Sentinel-2,
Landsat 8, Sentinel-1 and Radarsat-2 (modified from Kääb et al. (2016) and Kääb (2005), used under
CCBY v.4.0)

Optical satellite sensors are passive systems that rely on daylight to make observations of the
electromagnetic energy reflected from the surface of the Earth and its atmosphere (Table 2.1).
Some optical sensors also observe radiated wavelengths from the Earth (thermal emission), for
example the Landsat 4/5/7 TM/ETM+ and Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS satellites. The SAR satellite
sensors are active systems, and generate their own illumination source by transmitting pulses
and using advanced receivers to measure the scattered signal from the target of interest (Table
2.2). Signal frequencies less than 10 GHz (larger than 3 cm) makes the atmosphere transparent
(Woodhouse, 2006).

Optical wavelengths

Optical satellite sensors measure spectrally in the visible to thermal infrared (TIR) part of the
electromagnetic spectrum (Lillesand et al., 2004). The launch of the first Landsat satellite in
1972 was an important step towards the current Earth observation techniques, and today, the
Landsat archive of medium resolution images is comparable to a reliable climatological baseline
period of more than 30 years (McCarty et al., 2001). Historical optical remote sensing systems
are presented in Figure 2.3.

The Sentinel-2 mission is a part of the Copernicus program, the European Union’s Earth Ob-
servation and Monitoring Programme. As with the SAR Sentinel-1 mission, it is a constellation
of two satellites, Sentinel-2A and 2B, sharing the same orbital plane. The Copernicus program
consists of operational satellites not purely meant for research, but with the purpose of serving
the society. Sentinel-2B was recently launched on 7th March 2017 (Copernicus, 2017), and if
everything goes as planned in the early orbit phase, and if it passes the tests in the commission-
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Table 2.1: Overview of optical satellite sensors used in this study (sun-synchronous polar orbits)
(Engle and Weinstein,1983; Goward et al., 2001; Drusch et al., 2012; Roy et al., 2014). Sen-
sor names: TM=Thematic mapper, ETM=Enhanced thematic mapper, OLI=Operational land im-
ager, TIRS=Thermal infrared sensor, MSI=Multispectral instrument. Space agencies/Founders:
NASA=National Aeronautics and Space Administration, USGS=U.S. Geological Survey, ESA=European
Space Agency and EU=European Union.

Optical satellite mission Landsat 4,5,7 TM/ETM+ Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS Sentinel-2 MSI

Launch 1982, 1984, 1999 2013 2015(S2A), 2017(S2B)
Operational Only ETM+7 (SLC-off) Yes Yes
Swath width (km) 185 km 185 km 290 km
Sensor type Scanner Push broom Push broom
Revisit time (Equator) 16 days 16 days 5 days(S2A and S2B)
Radiometric resolution 8-bit 12-bit 12-bit
Spatial resolution 30 m 30 m (15m,100m) 10, 20 m (60 m)
No. of bands TM4=7,TM5=7,ETM+7=8 11 13
Space agency NASA/USGS NASA/USGS ESA/EU

Table 2.2: Overview of SAR satellite sensors used in this study (sun-synchronous polar orbits) (Tor-
res et al., 2012; CSA, 2015). Space agencies/Founders: ESA=European Space Agency, EU=European
Union, CSA=Canadian Space Agency, MDA=MacDonald Dettwiler Associates (abbrevations: rg =range,
az=azimuth, SLC=Single Look Complex, GRD=Ground Range Detected).

SAR satellite mission Radarsat-2 SAR Sentinel-1 C-SAR

Launch 2007 2014 (S1A), 2016 (S1B)
Operational Yes Yes
Swath width (km) 150 km 250 km
Sensor type Single-sensor pol. C-band SAR TOPSAR Sub-Swath
Mode Wide Fine (W2 beam) Interferometric Wide (IW)
Revisit time (Equator) 24 days 6 days (S1A and S1B)
Pixel spacing (rg x az) 4.73x4.98 m 2.3x17.4m(SLC),10x10m(GRD)
Polarization single or dual (HH, VV, HV, VH) single or dual (HH, VV, HV, VH)
Frequency 5.405 GHz (C-band) 5.405 GHz (C-band)
Wavelength 5.5 cm 5.5 cm
Incidence angle 20-45 deg. 29.1-46 deg.
Space agency CSA/MDA ESA/EU
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Figure 2.3: Historical and ongoing medium resolution optical satellites (modified from Pope et al. (2014)
used under CCBY v.4.0.)

ing and ramp phase, it will be operational during summer 2017. With two satellites in orbit,
approximately 3 petabytes (3000 Tb) of data will be gathered per year (ortho-rectified Sentinel-2
images). Together, these two satellites acquire more images than earlier missions due to their
high temporal resolution with overlapping orbits towards the poles and the wide swath width
of 290 km (Figure 2.4). Furthermore, Sentinel-2 has higher spatial and radiometric resolution
compared to many previous optical satellite missions (Raup et al., 2015).

Figure 2.4: Illustration of the temporal resolution of Sentinel-2A on the northern hemisphere (up to 84◦

north). The illustration shows the amount of times a point can be seen from different orbits within a 10
days repeat time, thus increasing the temporal resolution toward the poles. This will be doubled with
Sentinel-2B in orbit (created by Bas Altena, UiO).
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Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 optical satellite sensors do complement each other with some different
bands. Whereas the Sentinel-2 sensor has red edge bands, Landsat 8 has thermal bands (Figure
2.2 and Table 2.3). Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 have the same radiometric resolution and both are
delivered as 12-bit data (Figure 2.5). Sentinel-2 has a better spatial resolution than Landsat 8
(10/20 m vs. 30 m), but both have sufficient resolution for glacier mapping (Pope and Rees,
2014) (Table 2.1). When applying the most commonly used glacier outline band ratio method on
both Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2, just a small discrepancy in mapping area was found (section 2.6.1
and Paper II). However, when these satellites are used together, awareness about geometric
challenges is important (section 2.3.2).

Figure 2.5: Illustration of difference in spatial and radiometric resolution between Sentinel-2A, Landsat
8 and Landsat 7 in a shadowed area in Karakoram. a) Overview Figure with indication of the 1km x
1km square in shadow presented in b,c and d. b) Sentinel-2A (30 Nov 2015), c) Landsat 7 ETM+ (17
Nov 2015), d) Landsat 8 (2 Dec 2015). All three examples uses band 8 (NIR or PAN) with an enhanced
histogram (from Kääb et al. (2016) used under CCBY v.4.0.)

The Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) has also
been widely used for mapping glacier variables (Kargel et al., 2005) and to create terrain models,
as it provides stereoscopic images (Toutin, 2008). It has bands from the visible to the short wave
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infrared (SWIR) part of the spectrum, as well as thermal bands. However, the SWIR bands
failed in April 2008, which is crucial for many glacier mapping purposes. The ASTER images
are not used in this PhD, even though the visual and near-infrared (VNIR) and TIR bands are
still operational, in addition to the stereo capabilities.

The physical properties of snow and ice influence the surface reflectance measured by the
sensor. In addition to the illumination angle, these factors include liquid water content, snow
depth, impurities, shadowed regions, surface roughness, and snow grain size (Warren, 1982;
Dozier, 1989; Cuffey and Paterson, 2010). Figure 2.6 shows the visual (VIS), near-infrared
(NIR) and short-wave infrared (SWIR) wavelengths of the Landsat 4/5 TM and 7 ETM+ sen-
sor, and their reflectance of snow. The NIR band is more sensitive in terms of snow reflectance,
due to variation in grain size compared to VIS. However, the SWIR shows the largest variation in
snow reflectance between fine snow, medium granular snow and coarse granular snow. Therefore,
old metamorphosed snow shows lower reflectance in the SWIR compared to new, fine grained
snow (e.g. Scherer et al., 2005). The albedo of snow is mainly controlled by grain size and surface
impurities (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980). In the SWIR band light absorbing impurities, such
as black carbon and dust, do not affect the reflectance directly. Instead, it is the morphological
characteristics of changes in grain size that are most important (e.g. Tedesco, 2015; Tedesco,
2016). Lower resolution satellite imagery such as the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectro-
radiometer (MODIS) has daily coverage and is used to observe for example changes in surface
albedo related to annual mass balance (Dumont et al., 2012; Brun et al., 2015). MODIS has also
been used to study the interannual variation in albedo on Greenland ice sheet due to snow grain
size and light absorbing impurities (Tedesco et al., 2016). There is usually a trade-off between
temporal resolution and spatial resolution. However, with Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 combined,
there is a daily coverage at higher latitudes, similar to MODIS, due to the convergence of orbits
at the poles (Figure 2.4).

Table 2.3: List of spectral bands for Landsat 4/5 TM, Landsat 7 ETM+, Landsat 8 OLI/TIRS and
Sentinel-2 MSI (Engle and Weinstein, 1983; Goward et al., 2001; Drusch et al., 2012; Roy et al., 2014).
Bands highlighted in bold are used in the current band ratio method for glacier outline mapping.

TM bands (μm) ETM+ bands (μm) OLI/TIRS bands (μm) Sentinel 2 bands (μm)
1 (0.45–0.52) Blue 1 (0.45–0.515) Blue 1 (0.43–0.45) UltraBlue 1 (0.433–0.453) UltraBlue
2 (0.52–0.60) Green 2 (0.525–0.605) Green 2 (0.45–0.51) Blue 2 (0.458–0.523) Blue
3 (0.63–0.69) Red 3 (0.63–0.69) Red 3 (0.53–0.59) Green 3 (0.543–0.578) Green
4 (0.76–0.90) NIR 4 (0.75–0.90) NIR 4 (0.64–0.67) Red 4 (0.650–0.680) Red
5 (1.55–1.75) SWIR1 5 (1.55–1.75) SWIR1 5 (0.85–0.88) NIR 5 (0.698–0.713) RedEdge1
6 (10.40–12.50) TIR 6 (10.40–12.50) TIR 6 (1.57–1.65) SWIR1 6 (0.733–0.748) Red Edge2
7 (2.08–2.35) SWIR2 7 (2.09–2.35) SWIR2 7 (2.11–2.29) SWIR2 7 (0.765–0.785) RedEdge3

8 (0.52–0.90) PAN 8 (0.50–0.68) PAN 8 (0.785–0.900) NIR1
9 (1.36–1.38) Cirrus 8a (0.855–0.875) NIR2
10 (10.60–11.19) TIRS1 9 (0.930–0.950) WaterV
11 (11.50–12.51) TIRS2 10 (1.365–1.385) Cirrus

11 (1.565–1.655) SWIR1
12 (2.100–2.280) SWIR2
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2.2 Definition and properties of a glacier

Figure 2.6: The reflectance from SWIR is dependent on the snow grain size, and is causing the seasonal
patterns in an optical satellite image pixel on a glacier throughout the year (modified from Scherer et al.
(2005), Reproduced from ASTER Spectral Library).

SAR frequencies

The first investigations using SAR backscattering intensity values to map snow and ice started
in the 1980s (Figure 2.7, Rott, 1984; Bindschadler et al., 1987; Rott and Mätzler, 1987). SAR
satellites are different from optical systems, as they are side-looking and have an active sensor
system, in addition to observing in different frequencies (Woodhouse, 2006). This makes it
possible to map different features on and in the glaciers, due to the SAR signals’ ability to
penetrate the surface resulting in volume scattering (Figure 2.8c). Optical satellite sensors
observe in various spectral bands, and SAR satellite sensors usually observe in only one frequency
(e.g. the K-, X-, C-, or L-band). Signals from various theoretical penetration depths make it
possible to differentiate e.g. between different glacier zones (e.g. Rau et al., 2000). Glacier
mapping with SAR is challenging in areas with high relief due to the imaging geometry. The
two SAR C-band satellite sensors used in this study are Sentinel-1 and Radarsat-2 which operate
at frequencies of 5.405 GHz (5.5 cm) (Table 2.2, additional information in Paper IV).
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Figure 2.7: Overview of historical SAR satellites, and ongoing and future missions. SAR C-band missions
are indicated in black (from Pope et al. (2014) used under CCBY v.4.0.)

The signals received at the sensor reflects multiple scatterers from the medium, dependent on
the frequencies, radar polarization, and incidence angle, and on the physical characteristics of
the target, dielectric properties (relative permittivity), water content and volume scattering (Shi
and Dozier, 1995; Lillesand et al., 2004; Woodhouse, 2006). The dielectric constant of water is
very high, which indicates penetration close to zero. However, when water freezes into ice, the
dielectric constant decreases to very low values, making the ice almost transparent within the
microwave spectrum (Woodhouse, 2006). Similarly, wet snow has a higher dielectric constant
compared to dry snow. Volume scattering occurs in both snow and ice and varies depending
on the dielectric properties. Surface scattering also has a significant effect on the backscatter
intensity of snow and ice, affected by texture of the target (Figure 2.8). For example, if the
surface is smooth and wet, specular scattering or absorption is more frequent (Figure 2.8a).
However, if the ice surface is rough, even if it is wet, the scattering generates a diffuse pattern,
and more microwaves are reflected back to the satellite sensor (Figure 2.8b) (Woodhouse, 2006).
In the accumulation area, water has percolated through the snowpack and formed ice lenses
and fingers, therefore the firn acts as an efficient scatterer of microwaves (Woodhouse, 2006).
Double-bounce scattering can occur in crevassed regions of the glacier, as the crevasses are
perpendicular to the sensor, and thus creates a physical corner reflector (Figure 2.8d).

The backscattering contrast between ice and snow is directly dependent on the meteorological
conditions before and at the time of acquisition, and therefore varies much in time. For verifica-
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tion of the observations on a glacier from a SAR backscatter imagery, it is possible to compare
the results with modeled data (for example from a surface mass balance and firn evolution model
by Van Pelt and Kohler (2015)), meteorological data, optical sattelite data and field data (e.g.
Langley et al., 2008; Paper IV).

The strength of a scatterer is called the scattering cross section, symbolized by sigma, σ. Sigma
nought, σ0, is the scattering cross section per unit area which reflects the target properties. σ0

is often converted to decibel (dB) before it is used in applications, and is referred to as the radar
backscatter coefficient. When comparing backscatter coefficients from the same sensor types,
σ0-values are sufficient. However, when comparing backscatter coefficients from different sensor
systems, a full radiometric processing is needed for calulating gamma nought (γ0)-values (CCRS,
2002). γ0 accounts for two effects, the varying incidence angle on the returned backscatter (as
with σ0), as well as the differing pixel illumination that depends upon the incidence angles. To
get a correct representation of both σ0 and γ0, the raw backscatter intensity image needs to be
terrain corrected using a sufficient DEM (Woodhouse, 2006).

Figure 2.8: Scattering of backscatter intensity values from different surfaces (Modified from Zou et al.
(2015), Copyright © 2015, IEEE)
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2.3 Geometric considerations

Glaciers are highly connected to elevation and topography due to their position, size and dy-
namics. Digital elevation models (DEM) are frequently used for many aspects within glacier
mapping (Kääb, 2005), and are especially important in ortho-rectification and geocoding pro-
cesses of satellite imagery. The quality of such DEMs is crucial in order to get an accurate
end result, as vertical errors in a DEM turn into lateral shifts in satellite images (Figure 2.9).
Both free and commercial global terrain models vary in quality, and errors propagate in moun-
tainous terrain (Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Kääb et al., 2016). Examples of challenges related to
optical satellite imagery ortho-rectified with an insufficient terrain model will be presented in
the following section.

Figure 2.9: Vertical errors Δh caused by outdated DEMs used in the ortho-rectification process, propa-
gates into horizontal errors for the true point P. Geolocation offsets are present in a single image due to
an outdated DEM, and get larger between two images due to both the outdated DEM (Pi - P and P -
Pj) and the off-nadir view angle in the cross-track direction (Pi - Pj). Note that the Sentinel-2 sensors
have a larger swath width than the Landsat satellites (from Kääb et al. (2016) used under CCBY v.4.0.)
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Figure 2.10: A Sentinel-2A image from 27 May 2016 zoomed in on the area around Årdalsvatnet, southern
Norway. The Sentinel-2A image has been ortho-rectified twice using a DEM from the Norwegian mapping
authority (SKDEM) and the PlanetDEM90. The yellow line is a digitized shoreline from the Sentinel-2A
with the SKDEM, and the red line is from the Sentinel-2A with PlanetDEM90. This study area is located
in the edge of the Sentinel-2A swath width, where errors propagate even more. The arrows indicate lateral
shifts obtained from an image matching process of the two Sentinel-2A images. In the water, the arrows
are random, but in steep regions, for example in the mountain facing towards the lake, there were lateral
offsets up to 50 m. (Background map from the Norwegian mapping authority ©Kartverket)

2.3.1 Geometric errors in nadir optical satellite imagery

Kääb et al. (2016) define three error budget terms for Sentinel-2: 1) Relative geo-locational
precision mostly related to random noise (can be systematic, for example jitter). 2) Higher
order offset patterns are systematic geolocation biases, usually related to errors in the spacecraft
attitude. 3) Vertical errors in DEMs used in the ortho-rectification process of the satellite images.

The focus here will be on the latter error budget term for Sentinel-2 (Figure 2.9). The reason
for having the main focus on the geometric quality of the Sentinel-2 sensor is because: 1) The
instrument was launched during this PhD. 2) Sentinel-2 has larger problems with geometric
errors than compared with Landsat 8, due to the combination of a DEM with poorer quality
and a larger opening angle (185 km vs. 290 km swath width). An error estimate of the geometric
quality of the Landsat 8 satellite sensor is given in the end of this section.

The European Space Agency (ESA) and the Norwegian Space Centre have been cooperating
on assessing the geometric quality of Sentinel-2 images in Norway, with help from the University
of Oslo. Today, ESA ortho-rectifiy the Sentinel-2A images using the global PlanetDEM90.
Between 60 ◦N and 56 ◦S this terrain model was based upon the shuttle radar topography
mission (SRTM) acquired in February 2000 (PlanetObserver, 2014). North of 60 ◦N in Norway
the PlanetDEM90 was based on Russian maps with poor quality (Kääb et al., 2016). Many
glaciers are located north of 60 ◦N in Norway, where the topographic distortions are large,
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especially in high mountain terrain. Preferably, the Sentinel-2 imagery should be ortho-rectified
using higher quality DEMs. The Norwegian terrain model (SKDEM) is regularly updated, and
has national coverage and is mainly based on aerial photographs (Kartverket, 2016). To test the
sensitivity to the DEM used for ortho-rectification, one Sentinel-2A tile (100x100 km) from 27
May 2016 was ortho-rectified twice by ESA using the PlanetDEM90 and the Norwegian SKDEM
in a mountainous region in southern Norway, and the quality was assessed. Results revealed
lateral offsets up to 50 m along shorelines (Figure 2.10). These lateral offsets come both from
vertical errors mostly from the PlanetDEM90 (Δh in Figure 2.9), and a general distortion in
the image, most likely due to a different orbit version used for the two processed images. Such
geometric errors can be reduced by using the Norwegian terrain model. Furthermore, the geo-
location and multi-temporal registration (error budget term number 2) will be further improved
with a global reference grid for Sentinel-2, which is planned to be finished in 2018 (Gascon,
2016).

Tests on the geometric quality of Landsat 8 indicates that Landsat 8 images are ortho-rectified
with a more accurate DEM compared to Sentinel-2 (Kääb et al., 2016). Reconstructed vertical
DEM errors were smaller for Landsat 8 (< ∼50-60 m) than Sentinel-2 (100-200 m), and thus
propagates into less horizontal shifts.

Figure 2.11: a) Sentinel-2A scene from 8 Sept 2015 over Gorner Glacier and Findelen Glacier, Swiss Alps.
b) Cross-track offsets between the Sentinel-2A scene and a Landsat 8 scene acquired 20 minutes later. The
geometric setting between the Sentinel-2A and Landsat 8 orbits was different, and the ortho-rectification
of data from both systems involves different DEMs causing errors (from Kääb et al. (2016) used under
CCBY v.4.0.)
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2.3.2 Challenges with multi-sensor applications

In the future, multi-sensor applications will be more common, and merging of different data
will increasingly be performed (see section 2.6.3 for examples). Due to thickness loss on glaciers
between the date of the DEM used for ortho-rectification and the time of image acquisition,
errors might arise in end mapping products. Sentinel-2 and Landsat 8 derived outlines mapped
with the most commonly used band ratio method, can be inconsistent. For example, a shift
of ∼30-40 m has been found in satellite images acquired at the same day (Figure 2.11, Kääb
et al. (2016)). In addition, inconsistency between sensor images makes it impossible to derive
glacier velocities from comparing Sentinel-2A and Landsat 8 data (Kääb et al., 2016). A way
to solve these problems is to harmonize the processing of satellite images from different sensors,
by using a sufficient terrain model in the ortho-rectification process (Altena and Kääb, 2017).
In addition, harmonization of spectral adjustments like the bidirectional reflectance distribution
function (BRDF) and atmospheric correction are also important in multi-sensor use (NASA,
2016).

For SAR and optical multi-sensor applications, challenges arise due to differences in satellite
geometry between the two satellite sensor systems; SAR satellite sensors are side-looking whereas
optical satellite sensors are nadir-looking. SAR imagery has worse DEM error propagation due
to the side-looking geometry and requires high DEM accuracy to achieve similar geolocation
accuracy as optical images.

Geometric distortions in SAR

Geometric distortions due to layover, foreshortening and shadowing effects degrade the SAR
images in certain regions (Woodhouse, 2006). Steep slopes facing towards the sensor might
blur and even cover the glacier, resulting in shifted and incorrect mapping variables. The radar
shadow is the same as “silent” areas, as no information is received back at the sensor (Woodhouse,
2006). To reduce loss of information, both descending and ascending orbits over the same study
region can be used. In this work, the focus, however, has been on repeat orbits to increase
geometric accuracy between images (Paper IV).

2.4 Glacier mapping variables

Glacier mapping is not limited to the characterization of glacier outlines, but also includes
any monitoring of glacial features, characteristics and extents using remote sensing sources.
Glacier mapping variables derived from remote sensing sources provide significant information
for glaciological analysis and can be used as refined modeling input.
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There are numerous ways to map glaciers, and the most common remote sensing mapped
glacier variables are:

Glacier outlines: This comprises mapping extents of glacier ice and perennial snow (Bayr
et al., 1994; Paul and Kääb, 2005; Racoviteanu et al., 2009). Often, glacier lakes are
mapped simultaneously, as lakes often need to be manually removed in the mapping proce-
dure (Racoviteanu et al., 2009). As the glacier complexes are usually separated into smaller
hydrological based glacier units, mapping ice divides is also necessary when creating glacier in-
ventories (Racoviteanu et al., 2009; Kienholz et al., 2013). When including a DEM, topographic
parameters can be added for each glacier unit (e.g. minimum, maximum, and mean elevation,
slope, aspect etc.) in addition to the glacier hypsography (Racoviteanu et al., 2009; Paul et al.,
2009). Additional parameters can be estimated for individual glacier units such as driving stress,
slope-dependent thickness, volume, thermal conditions, response and reaction times (Haeberli
and Hoelzle, 1995; Paul et al., 2009). Glacier outlines can also be used to model ice thickness
and ice volume (Andreassen et al., 2015).

Glacier facies: The number of glacier facies, or zones, can vary regionally due to climatic
differences and with glacier types (Figure 2.1). The most common facies are ice facies, super-
imposed ice facies, wet-snow facies, percolation facies and dry-snow facies (Benson, 1962). In
addition, the transient snowline (TSL) and the end of summer snowline (EOSS), a proxy for
ELA, divides the glacier into the ablation and accumulation zones. Usually, the optical sensor
systems, exploiting the visible and near-infrared spectrum, have been used to map the main
surface types on a glacier such as the area of snow and ice (Rango, 1983; Hall et al., 1987).
It is possible to derive the EOSS from optical imagery using semi-automatic methods (Bip-
pus, 2011). Therefore, indirect mass-balance measurements are possible using remote sensing
(Østrem, 1973; Rabatel et al., 2005; Huss et al., 2013). TSL and EOSS are also possible to map
using SAR backscatter data due to the roughness differences between snow and ice (Rott, 1984;
Hall et al., 2000). Further, several studies have connected glacier facies to SAR glacier zones (e.g
Fahnestock et al., 1993; Braun et al., 2000; Rau et al., 2000; Brown, 2012). Glacier radar zones
proposed by Rau et al. (2000) and Cuffey and Paterson (2010) are: 1) dry snow radar zone,
2) the frozen-percolation radar zone, 3) wet-snow radar zone, 4) snow-free/bare ice radar zone.
Additionally, the superimposed ice radar zone is very distinct on some glaciers (e.g. Langley
et al., 2008). It can be challenging to find corresponding glacier facies and SAR radar zones,
as the backscatter data retrieves a composite signal from the surface and displays high inter-
annual variability (Rau et al., 2000). However, finding corresponding glacier facies with optical
imagery can be similarly problematic, because the derived zones are often indistinct and can be
confused with each other (Williams et al., 1991). The firn line altitude (FLA) is the boundary
between the glacier ice and the firn, built up over many consecutive years. The firn area extent,
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superimposed ice and retreating firn lines can be mapped using winter SAR backscatter images
(e.g Engeset and Weydahl, 1998; König et al., 2004; Brown, 2012).

Glacier velocity: The seasonal and interannual variability of glacier velocity can be mapped
using either SAR offset tracking (Strozzi et al., 2002; Schellenberger et al., 2015), SAR interfer-
ometry (Joughin et al., 1998; König et al., 2001; Rignot and Kanagaratnam, 2006) or optical
image matching methods (Bindschadler and Scambos, 1991). Observation of flow patterns is
important for understanding glacier dynamics and their response to climate (Heid and Kääb,
2012). In addition, glacier flow can accelerate and move at high speeds (Dunse et al., 2015), and
can potentially lead to large hazards (Kääb et al., 2005).

Glacier elevation changes and volume changes: By assessing changes in glacier elevation
using repeated DEMs, it is possible to estimate height and volume changes of glaciers, and also
calculate the geodetic mass balance (e.g. Nuth et al., 2012; Berthier et al., 2014). Satellite
altimetry is a second technique for estimating glacier elevation changes using either optical
Lidar e.g. ICEsat (e.g. Kääb et al., 2012), or SAR altimetry such as Cryosat-2 (e.g. Gray et al.,
2015). Geodetic mass balance is useful for reanalysis of in situ mass-balance measurements as
it provides independent observations (Zemp et al., 2013).

Glacier lakes: Supraglacial lakes are important to map because they can rapidly drain
through conduits in the glacier, where water migrates to the ice-bedrock interface inducing
faster flow of glaciers (Zwally et al., 2002). The extent of supraglacial lakes can be classified
(e.g. Johansson and Brown, 2013) and the depth can be estimated (e.g. Pope et al., 2016). In
addition, glacier lakes either dammed by glacier moraines or the glacier itself are important to
map as they can cause glacier lake outburst floods (also called Jøkulhlaups). Such glacier lakes
are possible to map using both optical and SAR imagery (Huggel et al., 2002; Wessels et al.,
2002; Strozzi et al., 2012). The glacier Harbardsbreen in southern Norway has had frequent
jøkulhlaups (Jackson and Ragulina, 2014). The most recent one was 20-24 August 2015, where
about 5.5 million m3 of water accumulated in the reservoir down-valley (NVE, 2015). Figure 2.12
illustrates before, ongoing and after this jøkulhlaup using images from Sentinel-2A demonstrating
the capability of the sensor to monitor glacier lake outburst floods.

Debris-cover: Debris-cover extent and thickness are important to map because it affects the
glacier surface energy balance, mass balance and dynamic response (e.g. Reid and Brock, 2010;
Vincent et al., 2016). A thin layer of debris-cover on the glacier surface will cause more melting,
but it will protect the glacier from melting if it is sufficiently thick (Østrem, 1959; Wagnon
et al., 2007). The debris-cover extent and thickness are usually mapped using optical satellite
imagery, DEMs, SAR coherence images, often in combination with meteorological data and field
measurements (Paul et al., 2004a; Mihalcea et al., 2008, Frey et al., 2012; Robson et al., 2015;
Schauwecker et al., 2015).
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3 days before GLOF 
18 August  

Ongoing GLOF 
21 August 

After GLOF 
10 September a) b) c) 

Figure 2.12: Sentinel-2A images from a Jøkulhlaup on Harbardsbreen in August 2015. a) Before jøkulh-
laup. White arrows indicate drainage direction of water. b) Ongoing Jøkulhlaup. A small lake has
emerged and another disappeared. c) 3 weeks after the jøkulhlaup. Both lakes have been drained, indi-
cating that they have a connected subglacial channel system. (false color composite: R:SWIR, G:NIR,
B:Red. Inset image of river: R:NIR, G:SWIR, B:Red)

Weather events on glaciers: Due to increased reflectivity in the melt season, snowfall in
high mountain areas might be detected from optical imagery. In addition, in the cold season,
it is possible to detect winter rain events using SAR-data, due to their sensitivity to warm and
wet conditions and changes in surface roughness (Rott, 1984; Forster et al., 1997). Winter rain
events can contribute significantly to internal accumulation and changes in snow and firn density
(Jansson et al., 2003; Van Pelt and Kohler, 2015). Mapping of such events provides valuable
information to obtain a more complete picture of the mass balance of a glacier.

Other: There are also many other well-known glacier variables that can be mapped from
remote sensing data: Crevasses (Colgan et al., 2016), englacial channels (Bælum and Benn,
2011), grounding line retreat (Scheuchl et al., 2016), glacier terminus positions (McNabb and
Hock, 2014), icebergs (McNabb et al., 2016), ice mass loss using gravity data (Velicogna et al.,
2014), impurities and surface albedo (Tedesco et al., 2016), or geochemical composition from
glaciers (Casey and Kääb, 2012).
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2.5 Knowledge gaps
Even though much research has been conducted within the field of glacier mapping, there are still
many knowledge gaps to fill. This is especially related to new technology that is now facilitating
higher temporal resolution of the satellite imagery. The state-of-knowledge on how glaciers are
mapped using various methods is listed in section 2.4. In addition, some methods using multi-
sensor combinations are presented in section 2.6. Of fundamental importance for future glacier
mapping is update methods to be more robust, automatic and therefore more reproducible,
especially utilizing the wealth of imagery that is just now becoming available. Some of these
aspects are touched upon in the work presented in this thesis, and below a discussion regarding
current knowledge-gaps is given.

With increased access to multi-sensor data, methods for harmonization of data will be needed.
For example it will be necessary to preprocess optical satellite data in a consistent manner
regarding spectral and geometrical characteristics (e.g. Kääb et al., 2016; NASA, 2017; Altena
and Kääb, 2017). Data from SAR and optical satellite sensors need to coincide in terms of
sufficient geometric performance and comparable normalized values (backscatter vs. spectral
values) (Kääb, 2005). Furthermore, when dealing with multi-sensor applications, it is important
to understand how data from multiple sensors can complement each other in glacier mapping
applications. Concerning optical satellite data, this is related to combination of acquisitions in
time and within different spectral bands (e.g. Sentinel-2 vs. Landsat-8). Regarding SAR and
optical data fusion, these differing sensors measure different properties of glaciers which can
enhance interpretation capability (Kääb et al., 2014).

Another aspect to consider is how we can exploit dense time-series for glacier mapping pur-
poses. Imagery from optical and SAR satellite sensors have until the Sentinel-1 and -2 had a
rather low temporal resolution (for example 16 days with the Landsat satellites and 24 days
with Radarsat-2, Table 2.1 and 2.2). The increase in temporal resolution of both medium res-
olution optical and SAR satellite data imagery is rather recent (Drusch et al., 2012; Torres
et al., 2012). Constellation of two satellites in orbit for the Sentinel-1 and Sentinel-2 missions
is a new concept, allowing for 6-days and 5-days repeat cycles, respectively. In addition, with
the Landsat 8 satellite in orbit, dense temporal resolution is now within reach. As these dense
time-series become available, monitoring glaciers with remote sensing data throughout a whole
year becomes possible, especially since optical and SAR satellite sensors measure in different
wavelengths/frequencies (Kääb et al., 2014). The imagery from optical satellite sensors cannot
be used during cloudy weather conditions and in the Arctic winter. However, SAR satellite sen-
sors are able to observe in cloudy conditions and during the dark season in the Arctic. In optical
satellite data, it is challenging to mask out clouds over snow and ice regions without a thermal
band. The question then becomes: is it possible to use other methods to partly mask out clouds
when dealing with time-series analysis? This is related to interpreting optical satellite images,
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and specifically when applying curves to yearly optical time-series. Even though methods have
been developed towards defining cloud detection algorithms for Sentinel-2 (Zhu et al., 2015),
challenges remain in regions with snow and ice, as this sensor lacks the thermal band.

Furthermore, understanding the interaction between microwaves with ice and snow is crucial
to be able to use satellite data to understand results from surface mass balance and firn evolution
models, and vice versa. Is it possible with comparison to modeled data to gain insights into
how the SAR backscatter signals interact with glacier ice, snow and firn? The interaction
between surfaces and microwaves is not fully understood, and this is related to the medium that
the microwaves propagate through (Woodhouse, 2006). Moreover, can we assess the quality
of surface mass balance and firn evolution models using dense satellite data time-series? In
regions where weather stations are scarce, is there a potential to use variables acquired from
dense time-series of medium resolution imagery as parameters in models? In addition, end of
summer snowline (EOSS) and information about the transient snow line (TSL) can be used to
reconstruct annual surface mass balance (Østrem, 1975; Rabatel et al., 2005; Pelto, 2011; Hulth
et al., 2013). Can SAR backscatter time-series be used to retrieve EOSS and TSL?

This PhD work has strived towards filling some of these knowledge gaps, and these contribu-
tions are listed in the conclusion chapter (Section 4.2). In addition, future perspectives on how
to further develop some of the methods and results presented in this thesis are listed in section
4.3.
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2.6 Current and promising future methods
Integration of geographical information systems (GIS) and remote sensing tools is crucial to
evaluate and understand remote sensing data (Kääb, 2005). By using a GIS it is possible to
investigate, analyze, and store the data in a systematic way (Walsh et al., 1998). The ability
to geoprocess remote sensing data outside or connected to GIS-systems has opened up effective
ways to analyze and retrieve glacier mapping variables.

This section focuses on methods relevant for this PhD thesis, illustrated with examples from
this work. First, the most common methods to map glaciers are presented. The following next
sections explain how optical and SAR satellite data can be interpreted and exploited for mapping
glaciers when using time-series, also in multi-sensor approaches. In the last section, terrestrial
remote sensing methods are outlined in addition to in situ measurements, that are important
for validation purposes.

0 2 km

Jan Feb Mar Apr

May Jun Jul Aug

Sep Oct Nov Dec

Figure 2.13: A year of monthly Landsat TM/ETM+ images representing the seasonal evolution of snow
and ice on glaciers in the Pamirs (Located on the border between Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan). RGB band
combination is SWIR, NIR and RED, and the images are from between 1999 and 2003. The September
image has optimal conditions for glacier mapping.

2.6.1 Multi-spectral band algebra
Ratio images can be used to enhance the contrast between the two spectral bands included in
the ratio equation (Crippen, 1988). Current glacier outline mapping is usually based on the
semi-automatic multi-spectral band ratio method (e.g. Bayr et al., 1994; Sidjak and Wheate,
1999; Paul and Kääb, 2005), typically applied on a single manually selected optical satellite
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scene with preferable cloud and snow conditions. The band ratio method exploits the spectral
differences of snow and ice between wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum. The visible to
near-infrared (VNIR) band has high reflectance for glacier snow and ice (0.4 − 0.9 μm), and the
short wave infrared (SWIR) band has low reflectance for glacier snow and ice (1.55 − 1.75 μm):

RV NIR/SW IR =
DNV NIR(x, y)
DNSW IR(x, y)

DNs are digital numbers for each pixel position (x, y) in an image. The Red or near infrared
(NIR) bands are used from the VNIR bands, and usually both are tested in the ratio to check
the one that provides the best result, as it is dependent on the image conditions (Paper II). To
extract glacier outlines, a threshold value is applied on the band ratio image, often specific to
each satellite scene, as atmospheric noise can vary from scene to scene. To improve mapping of
snow and ice in shadowed areas the blue spectral band can be used (Paul and Kääb, 2005). The
sensitivity of these various thresholds to ratio images is investigated in Paper I. After finding
suitable threshold values, a 3x3 median filter is often applied, before final manual corrections of
lakes, snow patches, debris cover, moraines and snow along the perimeter are made (see details
in Racoviteanu et al., 2009; Paul et al., 2009; Andreassen et al., 2012; Paul et al., 2015). Due
to the labor intensive manual corrections that have to be made, it can be a time consuming
task to retrieve the outlines from one satellite image. Mapping conditions may also vary within
a satellite scene (Figure 2.14). Top of atmosphere reflectance (TOAR) image data with raw
radiance values are usually used in the band ratio method, and atmospheric corrections are
rarely applied on the images (Paul and Kääb, 2005; Andreassen et al., 2008, Paper II). Paul
(2000) found that, from several investigated methods (band ratios and supervised/unsupervised
classification methods), atmospherically corrected reflection did not improve the mapping result.
The increase in spatial and radiometric resolutions of Sentinel-2 imagery can make the glacier
outlines mapped by the band ratio method more accurate, but possibly more time-consuming
for the interpreter, as more details need to be quality checked and manually corrected (Paper
II).

Optical satellite images suffer from frequent cloud cover, and it can therefore be useful to apply
a cloud mask (e.g. Zhu et al., 2015). For Sentinel-2, it is challenging to separate between clouds
and snow, especially since the thermal band is lacking (TIR). Band ratio values (Red/SWIR)
of clouds are usually low, resulting in distinct divergence to snow and ice pixels that have high
band ratio values. Due to this discrepancy, the cloudy pixels can be partially masked out using
a threshold value on the band ratio image (see section 2.6.2, Figure 2.18 and Paper III). Still,
thin cloud cover and cloud shadow over snow and ice is difficult to remove completely using a
threshold value.
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Bad mapping area 

Good mapping area 

Snow 
Clouds 

Figure 2.14: Mapping conditions may vary within a satellite scene. An example from a Landsat 5 TM
image over Pamir (Tajikistan) on 24 September 2000 illustrates favorable (left) and non-favorable (right)
mapping conditions together on one satellite scene. In the region to the right, the mountains are covered
by snow, and some clouds are present over the glaciers (red arrows)

The multi-spectral band ratio is commonly used for glacier outline mapping, but it can also
be used for detecting glacier surface properties and for the exploration of temporal signals of
snow and ice (see section 2.6.2 and Paper III).

A less used, yet robust, threshold-based method to classify glaciers, is the normalized difference
snow index (Hall et al., 1995). The green and SWIR bands are usually used in this index, and
it is therefore necessary to use atmospherically corrected satellite scenes, since the green band
is particularly sensitive to atmospheric scattering (Racoviteanu et al., 2008; Burns and Nolin,
2014; Selkowitz and Forster, 2015).

NDSI =
DNGREEN (x, y) − DNSW IR(x, y)
DNGREEN (x, y) + DNSW IR(x, y)

In addition to the mentioned methods to detect glacier outlines, it can be useful to use the
normalized difference water index (NDWI) when classifying lakes around the glacier perimeter
(Huggel et al., 2002):

NDWI =
DNNIR(x, y) − DNBLUE(x, y)
DNNIR(x, y) + DNBLUE(x, y)
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Modified normalized difference water index (MNDWI) has proven to show sufficient results
on Sentinel-2 images (Du et al., 2016). This index however, uses the same bands as the NDSI.

2.6.2 Temporal evolution of snow and ice on glaciers

Chronological 

SAR  
sensor 

Optical 
sensor 

 t 

Stack statistics 

Figure 2.15: Illustration of the overall methods used in this thesis to analyse optical and SAR imagery.
Using either stack statistics of a pixel e.g. mean (t), or exploit the chronological order in a pixel (t1, ... ,
t6).

An ordered sequence of satellite images in time can be represented by a three dimensional (3-D)
stack of images (x, y, t), where pixel values at position (x, y) vary with time (t). When exploring
time-series in this thesis (Paper III, IV), data has been interpreted in two ways (Figure 2.15):

• Stack statistics: Statistics on a stack of co-registered pixels in time, e.g. the mean,
median, standard deviation, or PCA-analysis, creating a composite of different surface
states.

• Preserving chronological order: Values from a time-series of co-registered pixels, using
consecutive satellite images that capture the evolution in each pixel.

Fluctuations in seasonal patterns observed with remote sensing sources have been exploited in
many fields for classification purposes, such as vegetation phenology (e.g. Eklundh and Jönsson,
2016), lake ice phenology (e.g. Weber et al., 2016) and snow cover extent (e.g. Wunderle et al.,
2016). In addition, multiannual changes in snow and ice using data from both moderate and
medium resolution optical satellite data have previously been investigated. For example with
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MODIS data by Fontana et al. (2010), where variations in perennial snow and ice in the Arctic
circumpolar regions were studied, using clear sky composites from imagery in the summer season
reflecting minimum snow and ice conditions. A recent study by Selkowitz and Forster (2015)
developed a threshold-based automated approach for mapping persistent ice and snow, using
Landsat satellite images in the late summer from a multi-year period. They, however, discarded
satellite data from other seasons within a year.

In this chapter, optical and SAR time-series are first addressed separately, as the temporal
signal of snow and ice from these sensors shows dissimilar patterns. A discussion on how to
combine the two is presented in section 2.6.3. Note that time-series studied in many of the
presented examples were not optimized in terms of future expected repeat time (concerning
Paper III, IV).

Figure 2.16: Stack statistics example from the Chugach Mountains, Alaska, representing the mean map-
ping of snow and ice using band ratio images. Left: Mean band ratio of 6 Landsat images from 2002,
and 3 from 2004 to simulate higher temporal resolution. Right: Same images applied with a cloud mask
modified to fit the study area (Fmask by (Zhu and Woodcock, 2012)).

Optical satellite time-series

Due to lack of sufficient satellite scenes in the archives, finding an optimal satellite scene for
mapping glaciers often require data spanning over several years (Andreassen et al., 2012). Even
though newly launched optical sensors improve the revisit time, challenges related to snow
and weather conditions still remain, especially in maritime glacierized regions. When using
stack statistics on pixels merged in time, a synthesized optimal band ratio mapping scene can
be generated to retrieve glacier outlines within this given time period (Figure 2.16). This is
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convenient, as it might be difficult to extract the best mapping scene, or because there are
regional differences in terms of snow and cloud conditions within one mapping scene (Figure
2.14).

A time-series of optical satellite data over glaciers is affected by clouds, shadows, seasonal
snow and changing surface conditions (examples of such images are shown in Figure 2.13).
Throughout the season, glaciers display a temporal sequence of properties in optical reflectance
as the seasonal snow melts away, and glacier ice appears in the ablation area, and firn in the
accumulation area. The metamorphosis of old snow results in coarser grain sizes compared
to new, fine grained snow, leading to the seasonal signal (see section 2.2.2). In the ablation
area, the difference in spectral properties between snow and bare glacier ice is similar to grain
size differences between new snow and older metamorphosed snow, as the glacier ice has lower
albedo than snow. In addition to the sensitivity to grain size, the reflectance signals are affected
by specular properties of the snow and its sensitivity to the various sun angles. This affects
the results to a minor degree when relative values are used (Winther, 1993). Curve fitting on
dense optical satellite data time-series can thus be used to observe seasonality in snow and
ice (Red/SWIR band ratio values). The difference in temporal evolution separates on- and off-
glacier pixels, and can be the basis for classification of snow and ice. On band ratio (Red/SWIR)
time-series, sinusoidal curves can be fit through each pixel in time (Figure 2.18). The seasonal
signal on-glacier is different from off-glacier pixels, and the latter has lower amplitude of the sine
curve, in addition to a shifted temporal signal (Figure 2.17c and Paper III).

Figure 2.17: a) A sine curve fitted to the Red/SWIR band ratio values over several adjacent years (sim-
ulating one year for one pixel in the accumulation area) of a glacier in the Pamirs, northern hemisphere
(amplitude=3.57). b) The same pixel and time period as in a) showing the NIR/SWIR values (ampli-
tude=2.98). c) Sine fits to different on- and off-glacier pixels in Chile, southern hemisphere. The colors
represent areas on- and off-glacier: Orange=off-glacier, Dark blue=ablation area, Light blue=area around
ELA, Grey=accumulation area. Day of year calendar in Appendix D.

The most commonly used bands in the band ratio calculation are the Red and the near-
infrared (NIR) bands, and in time-series the Red band is typically preferred. NIR is sensitive to
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snow grain size, but much less than the SWIR-band (Figure 2.6, Dozier (1989)). NIR improves
the mapping of glacier surface types when used alone or in false color composites (examples in
Figure 2.22, Williams et al. (1991)), but not when used in a band ratio, since differences in surface
properties will cancel out (Figure 2.6). In a similar fashion, normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) exploits the high spectral difference between the Red and the NIR band to classify
vegetation (Tucker, 1979). As a consequence, in time-series data the NIR/SWIR shows lower
amplitude than Red/SWIR (Figure 2.17ab), resulting in a less clear signal for glacier outline
classification using pixel based time-series. The data in Figure 2.17ab, are 8-bit data (Landsat
TM/ETM+), and the Red band suffers from saturation (e.g. in snow pixels), however Landsat
8 and Sentinel-2 both have 12-bit radiometric resolution avoiding saturated pixels (Kääb et al.,
2016).

(a) Amplitude 
(b) Phase (t0) 
(c) Max.sine curve 
(DOY) 
(d) Mean Summer 
Red/SWIR 
(e) Mean Winter 
Red/SWIR 

a) 

b) 

Figure 2.18: Illustration of how to take advantage of the chronological order in the data for glacier mapping
purposes. a) A sine curve fitted to band ratio values over several adjacent years simulating one year (104
images) for one pixel in the accumulation area on a glacier in the Pamirs (The pixel is from the red dot in
the inset image). The letters correspond to parameters possible to extract from the fit. b) The maximum
value on the sine curve (parameter c) for each pixel in the time stack. No cloud mask is applied on the
images, but band ratio values <2 masks out some cloud pixels on snow and ice in each individual image.
Day of year calendar in Appendix D.
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SAR satellite time-series

Radarsat-2 has a repeat time of 24 days, half the temporal resolution as one Sentinel-1 satellite,
and even half of this with two Sentinel-1 satellites in orbit (6 days, Table 2.2). Figure 2.19
shows a principal component analysis and standard deviation for each pixel in a time stack
of Radarsat-2 images. Temporal variation is larger on-glacier (white/grey), compared to the
surrounding surface off-glacier (black). In Figure 2.19b very bright pixels represent high variation
caused by ocean currents most likely visible due to dynamic sea ice and varying wave patterns.
These results, based on Radarsat-2 time-series, indicate a latent ability in the data to identify a
temporal signature specific for glaciers. A potential for delineation of glacier facies and outlines
using a time-series of multi-temporal backscatter SAR-images was found, where it previously
was focused on classifying this from one SAR-image (e.g. König et al., 2004).

Figure 2.19: a) Second principal component from a PCA-analysis on 7 Radarsat-2 images (Wide Fine
mode) mostly from the melt season (from March to September 2012). b) Temporal standard deviation
(processed in the GAMMA software) for 12 Radarsat-2 images from March 2012 to January 2013 in the
same subset as a). Both composites cover the Kongsfjorden region in Svalbard, and show coarse resolution
and smoothed results due to temporal filtering on the data.

The chronological order in the radar data can be studied using other sensor types such as
scatterometers (which are different from SAR systems). Such sensors are usually used for mea-
suring wind speed over oceans, thus at lower resolution with high revisit time. The SeaWinds
scatterometer aboard QuikScat uses the Ku-band scatterometer data (Long and Hicks, 2010),
and has been used in classification of glacier facies on larger glaciers to retrieve seasonal infor-
mation about the melt conditions (Wolken et al., 2009). Seasonality in SAR backscatter returns
over glaciers has been widely studied since the first European remote sensing satellite (ERS-1)
(e.g. Smith et al., 1997). Moderate resolution SAR imagery, such as Envisat ASAR, is generally
available with high repeat time, and has been used for land cover classification (e.g. Santoro
and Wegmüller, 2014). However, for glacier mapping purposes, no studies have explored sea-
sonal patterns using dense time-series of Sentinel-1 C-band SAR. Currently, 2.5 years of data
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are available with variable coverage and sensor specifications from region to region. Due to the
denser time-series of SAR backscatter imagery and its spatial resolution, it is now becoming
possible to map a wide range of glacier variables. Figure 2.20 outlines some examples, and
further explanation is given in Paper IV.

Figure 2.20: A heatplot of Sentinel-1A backscatter (dB) time-series from 22 January 2015 to 13 September
2016 along a profile on Kongsvegen, Svalbard. Time is shown as Julian days on the x-axis (day of year),
with 12-days between each acquisition. The numbers represent 11 possible glacier mapping variables
that can be detected from the SAR time-series, 1) onset of cold season, 2) freeze-up and evolution of
the firn area as the winter cold wave penetrates the snow and firn, 3) winter rain event, 4) change of
surface properties after winter rain event, 5) glacier facies (based on definitions from Rau et al., 2000;
Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), separated by firn line altitude (FLA) and superimposed ice altitude (SIA)
(SI=superimposed ice), 6) onset of melt season, 7) transient snowlines (TSL) illustrated by the difference
between ice and wet snow, 8) end of summer snowline (EOSS), an estimation of the equilibrium line
altitude (ELA), 9) length of melt season, 10) dry-to-wet snowline, 11) glacier outline or calving front.
The two sketches above the heatplot represent the SAR zones in the cold season (winter with dry and cold
conditions; snowpack in white due to high volume scattering) and in the melt season (summer with warm
and wet conditions), together representing a full mass-balance year. Day of year calendar in Appendix D
(Figure insets above the main Figure are modified based on de Ruyter de Wildt et al. (2002)).
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2.6.3 Combining optical and SAR imagery
Optical sensors reveal the reflective properties at the surface, while radar sensors may penetrate
the surface revealing properties from a certain volume or depth. The use of SAR and optical
imagery in combination is useful when investigating glaciological processes, and for improving
glacier remote sensing applications (Kääb et al., 2014). The dense time-series available from
satellite imagery will promote multi-temporal and multi-sensor based analyzes. Multidimen-
sional data merging or analysis, is defined by Kääb (2005, p.103) as:

"Any combined data analysis including more than one spatial data set and cov-
ering the same terrain section."

This combination of data comes from different domains: spatial, temporal and spectral, with
distinct dimension values such as wavelengths and resolution (Kääb, 2005).

Combined applications of optical and SAR time-series for glacier mapping purposes are many.
Strozzi et al. (2017) show that when using frequent acquisition from Sentinel-1 and Landsat 8,
it is possible to detect glacier velocity instabilities throughout the year. Glacier velocity from
optical imagery can be derived from the summer, whereas SAR can be used to derive velocity
in all seasons. Further, when the geodetic mass balance of glaciers using terrain models are
investigated, one can difference DEMs from multi-sensors based on either optical satellite sensors
(e.g. ASTER, SPOT-5, Laser altimetry from ICESat) or SAR satellite sensors (e.g. InSAR from
SRTM and TerraSAR-X, or altimetry from Cryosat-2) (Nuth and Kääb, 2011; Gardelle et al.,
2012; Schenk et al., 2014). Additionally, optical data can be used in the construction of DEMs
from interferometric SAR-data (e.g. TerraSAR-X data), and to improve the phase-unwrapping
procedure, especially in steep regions (Rankl and Braun, 2016).

Even though optical and SAR satellite imagery observes different temporal signals of snow
and ice on glaciers, the data can be combined based on methods illustrated in Figure 2.15.
Multi-spectral and multi-temporal merging and gap-filling is widely discussed and exemplified
in Kääb (2005). The spectral, temporal and spatial domains are exploited in two ways in this
thesis:

• Multi-temporal or multi-spectral gap-fill: Closing spatial and temporal gaps by
combining optical and SAR satellite imagery where the other lack acquisitions (Kääb,
2005). For example, when optical imagery is not available in high latitude regions during
the wintertime, SAR satellite data can fill in the data gap at this time of the year. An-
other example is when tracking the transient snowline where only a few optical satellite
scenes are available during the melt season due to extensive cloud cover (Figure 2.22).
Images from two satellite sensors can be combined to take advantage of their different
wavelengths/frequencies (example Figure and 2.21 and 2.23).
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• Multi-temporal or multi-spectral data merging: Merging, also referred to as fusion,
can be considered as the combination of multi-temporal data from the spectral or spatial
domain, either during or prior to the data analysis (Kääb, 2005). Some examples are multi-
temporal false color composites, and principle component analysis. Spectral derivatives
can also be used in multi-sensor and multi-temporal merging such as band ratios (Kääb,
2005). Normalization of values is needed when merged. This can for example include
rescaling the range of features between 0 and 1, or capping outliers if the pixel values are
not normally distributed (Figure 2.24)

Potential for classifying glaciers from multi-sensor seasonal pattern

Melt conditions and rain causing wet snow, have a very strong influence on the chronological
backscatter values in a time-series (e.g. Santoro and Wegmüller, 2014). The SAR frequen-
cies’ sensitivity to wetness, causing strong absorption, causes low backscatter values in summer
and, high during winter on a glacier. Figure 2.21 illustrates seasonality in both optical images
(Red/SWIR) and backscatter intensity images (dB), and shows an inverted behaviour of the
two time-series. This is due to different physical properties that influence the spectral signals
observed by the two satellite sensor systems. Two curves could be fitted on the seasonal patterns;
through the band ratio values (BR) and the backscatter values (dB). The combined parameters
retrieved from the curve fitting can be used in classification analysis of glaciers. This needs to be
further investigated, since SAR images are especially sensitive to fluctuating weather conditions
in the cold season (e.g. winter rain events), and in the transition zone between seasons. In the
plot data from different regions of the world were included (Norway and Pamir). However, both
regions display similar seasonal melt patterns of snow, and are used here to simulate high repeat
rates of SAR and optical satellite data. Low repeat time of optical satellite images suffered from
frequent presence of clouds in Norway, and a sufficient time-series was non-existent.

Example of multi-sensor gap-filling in a chronological order

Seasonal patterns of melting snow and ice on a glacier as seen in the optical time-series can also
be observed in the summer season using radar backscatter series (Figure 2.22). Optically derived
transient snowlines can be used as validation for SAR derived transient snowlines, on glaciers
that do not have much superimposed ice (Paper IV). On glaciers with superimposed ice, such
as Kongsvegen, it was possible to track the transient snowline using backscatter values in the
melt season, though not without some problematic regions (Figure 2.22). Superimposed ice can
both be present in the ablation and the accumulation area. When the snowline retreats into the
superimposed ice zone it is apparent from the optical imagery that the snowline is higher up
on the glacier profile compared to in the SAR imagery (Figure 2.22. In 2016: SAR DOY 209
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2 Remote sensing-based glacier mapping

Figure 2.21: Seasonal pattern in optical band ratio values (BR) and SAR backscatter values (dB) on
pixels in the accumulation area, in Pamir and Norway, respectively, simulating high repeat rate of optical
imagery.

vs. optical DOY 214, and SAR DOY 221 vs. optical DOY 223). When the snowline retreats
into the superimposed ice zone the difference in roughness between the targets is most likely
smaller, compared to the bare ice and the snowline further down-glacier. This results in a diffuse
backscatter signal, which is less clear than on glaciers without superimposed ice. Mapping the
transient snowline in the melt season on glaciers with superimposed ice, is still challenging and
needs to be further investigated.
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Examples of using stack statistics to gap-fill or merge multi-sensor data

Figure 2.23: a,b and c) is mean backscatter values of 6 Sentinel-1A images between July and September
2015 (last image is 21 Sept). d,e, and f) is a Landsat 8 image in the end of melting season from 11
September 2015. b) and e) have new snow (glacier outlines from 2003, Andreassen et al. (2008))

Stack statistics from SAR images has potential for providing additional information for glacier
outline mapping when using the multi-spectral band ratio method. In years with poor mapping
conditions around the glacier outlines, and where no optical image has sufficient mapping quality,
it is possible to extract information about the glacier perimeter from stacked SAR imagery from
the melt season (Figure 2.23). Local differences in weather conditions within an optical satellite
scene are common in high mountain regions, such as thin and dry snow cover in some parts of a
mountain range. Figure 2.23b,e indicates that the mean SAR composite can contribute to map
outlines, or perennial snow patches. Thin snow that contaminates the optical mapping scene
might become largely transparent in the SAR stack. This is due to the ability of the SAR-waves
to penetrate dry and cold snow, thus observing signals from the ground below. Furthermore, a
smaller area of seasonal snow patches is mapped with composite SAR images (Figure 2.23c,f).
The water content of the seasonal snow might have been lower at the days and time-of-day
of SAR acquisitions. Water might drain easier from snow patches than on the glacier surface,
which results in a clearer signal from on-glacier pixels since the signal is consistently low. The
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potential of using stacked SAR image can be further improved, since the revisit of Sentinel-1A
combined with 1B double the amount of scenes.

Figure 2.24: False color composite of multi-sensor imagery: R: Band ratio Red/SWIR from a Landsat
8 image (13 Aug 2015), G: Second principal component from a PCA-analysis of available Sentinel-1A
images from 2015. B: Standard deviation of available Sentinel-1A images from 2015. All included images
are normalized between 0-1 before they were merged together. Arrows indicate differences between
images, for example red pixels: Might indicate regions with differences due to terrain models, or where
SAR suffers from layover effects. Blue pixels: Regions with high standard deviation e.g. calving front of
Kronebreen. Turquoise pixels: Shadowed area in optical image.

When merging data in false color composites, changes can be detected between the three
bands (Figure 2.24). This may be useful for glacier mapping applications as satellite sensor
revisit times are increasing, and will most likely enhance the stacked SAR images even more.

2.6.4 Comparison to terrestrial remote sensing and in situ
measurements

Terrestrial remote sensing methods can be used to measure similar variables as satellite derived
images, often with higher precision (Kääb, 2005). Such methods are typically used to retrieve
specific information about smaller glaciers or parts of glaciers. Terrestrial photographs are valu-
able, and can add information prior to the satellite data era. Terrestrial time-lapse cameras are
often used to detect for example velocity (e.g. Messerli and Grinsted, 2015), seasonality in tran-
sient snowlines (e.g. Huss et al., 2013), and calving (e.g. Walter et al., 2010). Terrestrial cameras,
have higher temporal resolution than medium resolution satellites, however, the satellites cover
a larger area. These cameras often have less spectral bands than satellite imagery, and it can
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be more challenging to, for example, extract snowlines from the side-looking images automat-
ically, and snowlines are therefore often digitized manually. Optical satellite sensors are easier
to handle since they are nadir-looking. Other methods of "terrestrial" imagery can be obtained
when small cameras, such as GO-PROs, are attached to a helicopter to derive digital terrain
models using structure from motion photogrammetry methods (Girod et al., 2017). Ground
penetrating radars (GPR) attached to a helicopter are also used for measuring the bedrock
topography under the glacier (Kennett et al., 1993). Digital elevation models are useful for
systematic measurements over glaciers to derive e.g. glacier volume change, and can be derived
from terrestrial laser scanning or InSAR, photogrammetry (e.g. structure from motion, SfM),
optical levelling methods, displacement parallax measurements, and unmanned aerial vehicle
(Kääb, 2005; Vincent et al., 2016). Geodetic mass balance derived from DEMs is often used for
validation of longer in situ surface mass-balance programs (Andreassen et al., 2016).

Ground truth data are very valuable for glacier process understanding (e.g. Winther et al.,
2005). Snow profiles and density measurements can help interpretation and validation of SAR.
Validation of SAR C-band backscatter of glacier facies can also be performed with ground
penetrating radars (GPR) (Langley et al., 2008). Information about the surface conditions at
the time of acquisition is especially important for SAR satellite imagery. Automatic weather
stations contribute with valuable information about weather conditions (e.g. temperature and
precipitation). Models with sufficient ground data as input for parametrization and calibration
can also be used to investigate what the SAR sensor observes on a glacier (Paper IV).

In situ measurements are also important when considering detection of the transient snowline,
which can be challenging to detect from both optical and SAR satellite imagery (Williams et al.
(1991); Paper IV). Transient snowlines and glacier outlines can be measured manually by
walking along the snow/ice margin with a hand-held GPS. Hand-held laser rangers can be
used for measuring displacement such as length changes on a glacier front from year to year
(compared with satellite derived inventory in Paper I). Derived ELA from in situ mass-balance
measurements can also be used for validation of satellite derived transient snowlines (Paper
IV).

Light absorbing impurities on a glacier significantly change the surface albedo and have a great
impact on surface characteristics. In situ measurements can be used to map the composition
of such impurities using field spectroscopy for validation purposes, and can be compared with
remote sensing data (e.g. Naegeli et al., 2017).
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Averaged Sentinel-1A C-SAR acquisitions from the years 2015/2016 (38 images) 
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3 Summary of research

3.1 Paper I
Glacier area and length changes in Norway from repeat inventories
Winsvold, S. H., Andreassen, L. M., and Kienholz, C.
The Cryosphere, 8, 1885–1903, 2014

• Study area: Mainland Norway.
• Satellite imagery and maps: Optical satellite imagery from Landsat 4/5 TM and 7

ETM+, first edition topographic maps (N50-series, 1:50 000) and older maps (Gradteigskart,
1:100 000).

• Methods: The common multi-spectral band ratio method was used for glacier outline
mapping, calculated centerlines by applying a three-step “cost grid–least-cost route ap-
proach”, and manual digitization of analogue topographic maps.

Paper I presents glacier inventories created using the band-ratio method and manual dig-
itizing to assess area and length changes of all glaciers in mainland Norway. Multi-temporal
inventories were derived from three time ranges: 1947 to 1985 (GIn50), 1988 to 1997 (GI1990),
and 1999 to 2006 (GI2000). The two most recent inventories were based on Landsat 4/5/7
TM/ETM+ satellite images. The general result was a mean retreat in area (11 %) and length
(240 m) of most of the glacier subregions from GIn50 to GI2000. The three northernmost subre-
gions showed the highest retreat rates, whereas the central part of Norway showed the lowest
change rates. Regional differences in the retreat of glaciers were found, both in area and length,
as glaciers in western Norway retreated more than glaciers in eastern parts, and northern glaciers
retreated more than southern glaciers. Glacier length changes were demonstrated to be a more
suitable way to characterize glacier change, due to reduced dependency on glacier geometries.
Furthermore, an alternative way to express glacier area change was presented where a length-
scale dimension called units of length, was calculated by normalizing the glacier area change by
the square root of the initial area. By doing so, the systematic trend that depends on initial
glacier size was removed. In addition to the overall glacier area and length change analysis,
the sensitivity of threshold values used in the multi-spectral band ratio method was examined.
Finally, an analysis of the glacier area and length change on the five northernmost glaciers was
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performed, using analogue maps from the 1900s. The mean reduction in glacier area and glacier
length in a ∼100 year period was 53 % and 37 %, respectively. For georeferencing of scanned
analogue maps, four transformation methods were tested. Area differences between the tested
methods varied up to 1.8 % relative to the applied second-order polynomial method.

3.2 Paper II
Glacier remote sensing using Sentinel-2. Part II: Mapping glacier extents and sur-
face facies, and comparison to Landsat 8
Paul, F., Winsvold, S.H., Kääb, A., Nagler, T., and Schwaizer, G.
Remote Sensing, 8(7), 575, 2016

• Study areas: Kunlun Mountains in northern Tibet, western Swiss Alps, and Hohe Tauern
range in the Austrian Alps.

• Satellite imagery: Landsat 8 OLI and Sentinel-2A MSI.
• Methods: The multi-spectral band ratio method was used for glacier outline mapping,

and threshold-based method for retrieving glacier facies.

The methods for extracting glacier outlines and surface facies were originally developed for
the Landsat satellite sensors. This paper presents first results on mapping glaciers using the
multi-spectral band ratioing and snow/ice facies mapping methods on Sentinel-2A images. When
mapping glacier outlines with Sentinel-2A, the same method was applied for the Landsat im-
ages. First, a threshold value was applied to the Red/SWIR or NIR/SWIR band ratio to get
all possible important snow and ice pixels in the image. Then, a second threshold value was
applied on the blue band to restrict the result by removing wrongly mapped bare rock pixels
in shadowed areas. These threshold values can vary greatly depending on the illumination and
overall image conditions. Increased radiometric and spatial resolution of Sentinel-2A data im-
proved the mapped glacier outlines, but was also more demanding in terms of the workload
for the interpreter. In our study, the threshold values needed to be fine-tuned, as the method
was more sensitive to mixed pixels, for example thin snow layer and rocks. Furthermore, a
new band combination using the panchromatic band instead of the red band was tested for
retrieval of glacier outlines using Landsat 8 imagery. As the panchromatic band includes infor-
mation from the blue band, there was no need to include it for restricting the wrongly mapped
pixels in shadow. When the band ratio method from Sentinel-2A (Red/SWIR) and Landsat-8
(PAN/SWIR) was compared on 155 glacier extents, an average discrepancy of 0.7 % ± 8.1 %
was found (Sentinel-2A showing smallest area). Snow and bare ice facies were automatically
mapped on a Sentinel-2A scene using topographically corrected top of atmosphere reflectance,
with some manual editing. Sentinel-2As 10 m spatial resolution in the VNIR bands makes it
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possible to map small snow patches remaining near crevasses or in lower parts of the glacier.
The high temporal resolution of Sentinel-2A and B will inspire new methodological frameworks,
striving towards automated data processing of glacier mapping variables.

3.3 Paper III
Regional glacier mapping using optical satellite data time series
Winsvold, S. H., Kääb, A., and Nuth, C.
IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in Applied Earth Observations and Remote Sensing, 9(8),
3698–3711, 2016

• Study areas: Study regions in the Chugach Mountains (Alaska), Northern Patagonia
(Chile), The Pamirs (Tajikistan/Kyrgyzstan).

• Satellite imagery: Landsat 5 TM and 7 ETM+.
• Methods: Band ratio Red/SWIR, centerline calculations, stack statistics (mean, mini-

mum and maximum), and curve fitting of chronological data.

The motivation that led to this paper was the future expected high temporal resolution of
optical satellite imagery, namely Landsat 8 and especially Sentinel-2A and B. With this imagery,
developing automatic glacier mapping variables becomes feasible, in particular related to glacier
outlines and surface types. The huge amount of new data, which is increasing towards the poles
due to converging orbits, allows for updating existing glacier mapping methods. The multi-
spectral band ratio method (Red/SWIR) is a robust method when mapping snow and ice, which
is further developed in this paper, does not need threshold values. Four application scenarios are
presented, all exploiting the dense time-series, either using stack statistics or keeping the chrono-
logical order in the data. In the first application scenario, stack statistics were used to develop
a synthesized optimal mapping scene that compensates for regional mapping conditions within
a satellite scene, and also to some extent clouds. The second application scenario introduces
robust methods to improve automatic glacier mapping. By simulating high temporal resolu-
tion, using Landsat 5 TM and 7 ETM+ imagery from adjacent years (expecting little glacier
change), it was possible to investigate yearly optical time-series. A seasonal signal was detected
on glaciers using band ratio (Red/SWIR) time-series. The seasonal variation was most likely
caused by the short wave infrared band’s sensitivity to snow grain sizes. The detected signal
could be used for automatic mapping of perennial snow and ice. Two very different study areas
with maritime and continental climates, Pamir and Chile, respectively, were tested by fitting
sine curves to time-series in each pixel. Both sites showed high band ratio values in the summer
time, with inverted seasonal patterns due to northern versus southern hemisphere. In the third
application, we explored the combination of the red/SWIR in terms of glacier surface types. In
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the fourth application scenario, we examplified how results from the first application scenario
(synthesized optimal mapping scene) can be used to derive automatic glacier area changes in a
robust way. When denser time-series becomes available, and algorithms for automatic snow and
ice mapping are established, automatically derived glacier mapping variables may be performed
every year.

3.4 Paper IV
Using SAR satellite data time series for regional glacier mapping
Winsvold. S. H., Kääb, A., Nuth, C., Andreassen, L. M., Van Pelt, W., and Schellenberger, T.
Manuscript

• Study areas: southern Norway and Svalbard.
• Satellite imagery: Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B (IW mode), Radarsat-2 (Wide Fine and

ScanSAR modes), Sentinel-2A MSI and Landsat 8 OLI.
• Methods: Chronological interpretation and stack statistics of satellite imagery, in addi-

tion to applying statistical and qualitative analyses.

This paper explored how time-series can be used to map glaciers using synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) imagery. The main motivation was to explore the potential for SAR imagery to
gap-fill optical imagery where it was missing, to obtain dense time-series. Both study areas have
maritime climates with extensive cloud cover, making SAR imagery a valuable data source. In
addition, SAR gives additional information about glaciers, which is not possible to retrieve from
the optical data. SAR backscatter data operates in different wavelengths/frequencies and thus
provide information on both volume and surface characteristics. Five application scenarios on
how to map glaciers with dense time-series were presented, where some have a multi-sensor
approach. The first application scenario involved extracting the transient snowline from dense
SAR time-series. Our results showed that it was possible to track this snowline due to roughness
differences between seasonal snow and ice/firn. The transient snowline was validated with avail-
able optical satellite imagery and ELA derived from surface mass-balance gradients. A good
agreement with both datasets was found. This is a step toward regional estimation of surface
mass balance using a synergy of SAR and optical data. The second application scenario exem-
plified mapping of glacier facies using winter time-series of SAR imagery. The third explored
the firn evolution and its internal processes in the winter time on Kongsvegen and Holtedahl-
fonna, Svalbard, and compared it to surface mass balance and firn evolution modeling. The
forth application scenario showed how winter weather events can be detected in the firn region
of glaciers, and discovered local variations in the extent of the rain events. The last application
scenario showed the potential of exploiting the mean of summer SAR backscatter images as
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a help in the glacier outline mapping using the multi-spectral band ratio method applied on
one optical satellite image. The difference from previous SAR missions is the increase in the
spatio-temporal resolution, making it possible to observe surface and subsurface information on
glaciers in a new way, even on small alpine glaciers in Norway. Due to the high repeat time of
the SAR backscatter imagery it is now possible to study the melt regime of glaciers in a more
detailed way than before. Many of the application scenarios presented are expected to show
improved results in the future due to the now available Sentinel-1 SAR imagery with a 6 days
repeat time.





Chapter 4
Conclusions

A unique almost cloud free mosaic 
of Sentinel-2A images over Norway 
from August and September 2015 
(consisting of 74 tiles from 14 satellite
 scenes). The swath width is 290 km.





4 Conclusions

4.1 Summary

This PhD work started with an analysis of glacier area and length change using multi-temporal
data sets from optical satellite imagery and topographic maps in Norway (Paper I). In an
average period of ∼30 years, glaciers in Norway show a main trend of retreat. In general,
northernmost glaciers have retreated more than glaciers further south. These northernmost
glaciers show a mean area change of -17 % and a mean length change of -357 m. However, in
southern Norway, glaciers in the west have retreated more than the glaciers in the east. The
observed spatial trends in glacier change are related to a combination of several factors such as
glacier geometry, elevation, and continentality, especially in southern Norway.

In the second paper, the multi-spectral band ratio method for mapping glacier outlines was
tested on Sentinel-2A imagery (Paper II). The applicability of the method on Sentinel-2 im-
agery is similar to earlier satellite missions such as ASTER and Landsat. There are nonetheless
advantages in terms of fine-tuning threshold values due to increased spatial and radiometric
resolution. Manual corrections of the outlines can be performed more precisely due to the high
spatial resolution resulting in an overall higher quality outline product. All in all, similar glacier
outline results are derived from Sentinel-2A and Landsat 8 imagery.

Dense time-series of optical satellite data enables exploitation of the temporal signals through
pixels on glaciers, as exemplified in Paper III. An optimal band ratio image can be synthesized
from a stack of images within one season to compensate for regional differences. Moreover,
a synthesized image from several separate years can be used automatically to produce more
robust glacier change estimates. Robust methods were introduced to improve automatic glacier
mapping. A seasonal pattern in band ratio values was found most likely due to seasonal snow
metamorphosis affecting the grain size. This seasonal pattern makes it possible to classify snow
and ice pixels using curves fitted to the data. Similar classification results were found using
stack statistics i.e. the mean summer band ratio images. The ratio between mean summer
and mean winter images revealed a promising classification pattern, as on-glacier pixels have
systematically higher values in the summer compared to winter, thus creating a more robust
signal in maritime regions with extensive cloud cover.
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Optical imagery is often preferred in many glacier mapping approaches as our eyes are more
trained to color images. Although with high temporal resolution, optical imagery still has chal-
lenges with clouds and non-existent winter acquisitions in high latitude regions. For SAR sensors,
clouds are transparent, thus producing continuous time-series. This is a reliable source of infor-
mation of glacier properties such as transient snow lines, glacier facies, firn evolution patterns,
winter weather events and glacier outlines (Paper IV). In this work, we used a coupled surface
mass balance and firn evolution model for combined interpretation with the SAR time-series
on glaciers. The penetration depth of backscatter signals in the firn was found not to be con-
stant in time, and was confirmed by modeled results. Further, modeled air content and wetness
in the snow and firn pack were both found to show strong correlation with SAR backscatter
data. As SAR backscatter observes glaciers in a different way than optical reflectance, these two
complement each other.

4.2 Contributions to fill knowledge gaps
In addition to the contributions summarized in the previous section, the findings in this PhD the-
sis have implications for future glacier mapping, and provide suggestions towards implementing
complete automatic approaches. When considering new methodological development, this work
has strived to fill knowledge gaps by taking advantage of dense time-series of both optical and
SAR data (see section 2.5). In a broad sense, the work presented in this thesis has contributed to
the understanding of how various glaciological properties are manifested in dense satellite data
time-series. Glacier change patterns in Norway were also studied by taking advantage of older
analogue maps. Below follows a list of specific contributions to methodological development.

• Harmonization of satellite data from different sensors: A part of this PhD-work
was to test the geometric quality of Sentinel-2A satellite scenes in Norway. This analysis
revealed some challenges which is important to be aware of in the pre-processing steps,
for example when Sentinel-2A and Landsat 8 are merged in the same applications. In
addition, harmonization of the radiometric quality of the two sensors is important, but
was not considered in the thesis.

• Multi-sensor applications: This work has in general contributed to identifying new
ways of mapping glaciers using SAR backscatter data. It was shown that SAR data can
be used to gap-fill optical satellite data. Further, it was shown that transient snow lines
can be identified from SAR data, and it was demonstrated how optical and SAR satellite
data can be used together in one RGB-image. Glacier extents from Sentinel-2 and Landsat
8 were compared, and showed similar results in the mapped area.
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• Dense satellite image time-series: In this thesis, glacier ice and snow was found to
display a seasonal pattern in the optical satellite images, most likely caused by the meta-
morphosis of snow and ice throughout the year. This allows curve-fitting and extracting
glacier surface and extent information from optical remote sensing time-series data. Visu-
alization of radar backscatter data in heatplots revealed a potential for monitoring glacier
characteristics through time. Furthermore, with the dense temporal resolution available,
specific weather events, e.g. winter rain events on glaciers, can be identified. Finally,
the possibility to use the high temporal resolution of SAR imagery to monitor glaciers
during wintertime was shown to provide information about glacier facies and snow pack
variability.

• Input in models: Modeled firn air-content and wetness from a surface mass balance
and firn evolution model were both shown to correlate with Sentinel-1 SAR time-series.
These first results indicate that information from SAR data has potential to be used as
parameterization in models. However, how radar microwaves interact with glaciers is not
fully understood, and more research is needed about SAR backscatter time-series and
interaction with snow and firn pack spatial and temporal variability.

• Clouds: It was demonstrated that threshold values can be used on the band ratio
(Red/SWIR) values to partly mask out cloud pixels, since these often have low band
ratio values over snow and ice surfaces.

4.3 Future perspectives
The Sentinel-era has just begun, and we are in the beginning of a paradigm shift in earth
observation. Full temporal resolution imagery from satellite missions such as Sentinel-1, Sentinel-
2 and Landsat 8 will soon be available and this enables the need for new methods. Still, challenges
with the data, methods and analysis related to glacier mapping using remote sensing sources
remain. This chapter touches upon possibilities, and what to be aware of, when dealing with
this vast amount of data.

Complimentary in situ and remote sensing data: Monitoring glaciers in the field has its
limitations due to spatial and temporal scales, and the fact that study sites can be inaccessible
and hazardous. Remote sensing based glacier mapping add complimentary information about
glaciers, making it possible to measure glaciers in a broader spatio-temporal scale compared to
field observations. More investigations remain to test methods using time-series data, especially
in maritime regions with heavy cloud cover that affects the temporal sampling resolution of
a pixel. Overall, SAR backscatter values will also vary drastically between glacier regions as
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they are sensitive to meteorological conditions. In situ investigations are needed for further
understanding of glacier properties derived from both optical and SAR time-series.

Historical data sets: The length of the Landsat archive is unique and is now comparable
to a reliable climatological baseline period of ∼30 years. In addition to satellite data archives,
historical analogue maps are important for expanding the data sets in time and for observations
of glacier retreat and advance. For example, old analogue maps from the beginning of the 1900s
were useful in a glacier change analysis in the northernmost parts of Norway (Paper I). Map
sheets were scanned, georeferenced using local transformation methods, and glacier outlines were
manually digitized. Although the old maps often have limitations in terms of overestimating the
glacier extents, it is worthwhile incorporating such map outlines into change analysis as they
provide the only estimate of glacier area at the time.

Geometric accuracy: For sufficient geometric accuracy, high quality DEMs should be used
in the ortho-rectification procedure of satellite imagery. Similarly, for multi-sensor applications,
such as with Landsat 8 and Sentinel-2, the optimal solution is to harmonize the data using
the same DEM in the processing algorithms (e.g. Altena and Kääb, 2017). Further, when
considering multi-sensor use of optical and SAR satellite images, advantages and disadvantages
in terms of uncertainties are important to consider. For example, optical data might have been
ortho-rectified with a poor DEM, and SAR-data could suffer from sensor specific geometric
restrictions especially in mountainous regions (Kääb, 2005).

Seasonal patterns: Classification of land cover types based on the seasonality in time-series
is common in many fields using both SAR and optical satellite imagery, for example mapping
vegetation phenophases (e.g. Eklundh and Jönsson, 2016), open water bodies (e.g. Santoro
and Wegmüller, 2014) and lake ice (e.g. Weber et al., 2016). The ability of curve fitting for
improving snow and ice classification is evident, and both global and local methods should be
applied in future tests (Figure 2.18, Paper III). Microwave satellite sensors are particularly
sensitive to wet snow conditions and show a strong seasonal pattern, which is inverted compared
to the optical signal. Similar curve fitting approaches for classification purposes can be applied
on SAR images as with optical images and need to be further investigated (Figure 2.21).

SAR characteristics and classification: Interferometric coherence has been used for de-
riving glacier area extent (Falk et al., 2016). In maritime regions it can be challenging to use
SAR coherence images due to the coherence loss between the time of acquisitions, often caused
by precipitation, melt and wind. Therefore, SAR backscatter can be a valuable replacement,
with potential for usage in glacier outline mapping applications (e.g. de Andrade et al. (2016),
Paper IV). Classification of SAR images can be challenging, due to low contrast between dif-
ferent glacier facies, or on- and off-glacier areas (Kääb et al., 2014). Conditions are usually
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stable on glaciers in the wintertime, therefore SAR imagery shows similar signals between acqui-
sitions. When merged in a stack statistic calculation, a higher contrast image is obtained, which
is a more robust input in classification procedures (for example the image on chapter page 3
"Summary of Research"). This also accounts for SAR backscatter from the melt season (section
2.6.3 and Figure 2.23). In this work, co-polarized SAR-data were used. Regarding glacier facies,
co-polarization is shown to perform well to outline the ice zone, and cross-polarization performs
best when delineating the firn-SI zone (Langley et al., 2007). Future tests of cross-polarization,
or even dual-polarization time-series data, should be further explored for classification purposes
of glacier facies.

Pixel-based and object-based methods: Pixel-based and object-based methods can both
be used to segment glacier mapping variables, both with advantages and disadvantages. A
recent study by Rastner et al. (2014) compared methods used for deriving glacier outlines from
a single optical satellite scene. For glacier outline classification using time-series, the pixel-
based approach was explored in this thesis, fitting curves to values in a pixel through time.
Theoretically, object-based approaches can also be used on time-series, possibly creating an
even more robust result than the pixel-based approach, due to already clustered segments in
time. This, however, should be investigated further.

Hosted processing and computing platforms: Large amounts of computer power are
needed for processing the vast amount of satellite images that will be available in the future.
Existing data processing systems need to be renewed or reorganized, especially if the satellite
images will be used for operational purposes. Solutions may include hosted processing at the
space agency archives, or high-performance computing in systems that serve as data reposito-
ries, in addition to providing integrated geoprocessing possibilities (e.g. GoogleEarthEngine,
2017; NASA, 2017). An advantage when such systems are used is the potential for increased
reproducibility of the products.

Manual inspection: In the near future, glacier mapping baseline products will be derived
from automatic methods, but manual inspection performed by glaciologists remain crucial to
obtain sufficiently reliable data. This can be achieved by comparing the products with single
satellite scenes. In maritime regions where weather conditions in mountain regions vary exten-
sively from year to year, manual selection of satellite scenes will still be necessary. High revisit
times of optical imagery will be useless for mapping glaciers if conditions are cloudy or if large
amounts of seasonal snow is remaining around glacier perimeters within a season. Stacked SAR-
data from the melt season can be beneficial to improve for example glacier outlines (Figure 2.23,
Paper IV).

Representation of glacier change: Glaciers separate into smaller parts as they disinte-
grate, resulting in an increased number of small glaciers. In glacier change studies, the change of
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such small glaciers can be represented in a misleading manner. If presented with relative values
(in %), the small glaciers will show an amplified and overestimated change signal compared to
larger glaciers. The opposite happens if glacier change is presented in absolute values (in km2),
where the change signal of larger glaciers then will be amplified. When normalizing the values
using a length-scale dimension, the systematic artificial trend can be removed (Paper I).

Refining models using SAR-data: In this thesis, modeled data were used to explain
backscatter time-series data. This will be inverted in the future, as SAR backscatter data
will be further understood. Large regions at high latitudes are lacking meteorological stations.
Glacier variables retrieved from SAR backscatter data such as weather events, transient snow
lines and firn line, and the duration of the cold and melt seasons will be valuable sources for
parametrization of models.

Micro-satellites: Micro-satellites are increasingly common, and have recently gained re-
search interest (Strauss, 2017). About 3600 satellites are expected to be launched within the
next 10 years (Euroconsult, 2017). Such satellites are targeted to make systematic measure-
ments on specific locations. Future image analysis from micro-satellite data will most likely rely
on robust methods on a pixel basis, very similar to many examples presented in this thesis.
For glacier mapping purposes, this kind of imagery can be used for e.g. surveillance of glacier
dammed lakes for the purpose of early warning of natural hazards, but also to detect calving
events, melting events and glacier movement.

With the Copernicus program and the Landsat Data Continuity Mission (LDCM) (e.g. NASA,
2016), satellite missions of medium spatial resolution will make long term studies possible and
enable operational glacier mapping. Worldwide, free and open remote sensing data will be the
backbone of many future glacier studies. Glacier variables derived from these data will contribute
to increasing the understanding of glaciological processes and sea level rise predictions when
used in modeling assessments. Remote sensing products can in this way help preparing for and
adapting to future climate change.
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D Day of year calendar

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
1 32 60 91 121 152 182 213 244 274 305 335
2 33 61 92 122 153 183 214 245 275 306 336
3 34 62 93 123 154 184 215 246 276 307 337
4 35 63 94 124 155 185 216 247 277 308 338
5 36 64 95 125 156 186 217 248 278 309 339
6 37 65 96 126 157 187 218 249 279 310 340
7 38 66 97 127 158 188 219 250 280 311 341
8 39 67 98 128 159 189 220 251 281 312 342
9 40 68 99 129 160 190 221 252 282 313 343

10 41 69 100 130 161 191 222 253 283 314 344
11 42 70 101 131 162 192 223 254 284 315 345
12 43 71 102 132 163 193 224 255 285 316 346
13 44 72 103 133 164 194 225 256 286 317 347
14 45 73 104 134 165 195 226 257 287 318 348
15 46 74 105 135 166 196 227 258 288 319 349
16 47 75 106 136 167 197 228 259 289 320 350
17 48 76 107 137 168 198 229 260 290 321 351
18 49 77 108 138 169 199 230 261 291 322 352
19 50 78 109 139 170 200 231 262 292 323 353
20 51 79 110 140 171 201 232 263 293 324 354
21 52 80 111 141 172 202 233 264 294 325 355
22 53 81 112 142 173 203 234 265 295 326 356
23 54 82 113 143 174 204 235 266 296 327 357
24 55 83 114 144 175 205 236 267 297 328 358
25 56 84 115 145 176 206 237 268 298 329 359
26 57 85 116 146 177 207 238 269 299 330 360
27 58 86 117 147 178 208 239 270 300 331 361
28 59 87 118 148 179 209 240 271 301 332 362
29 88 119 149 180 210 241 272 302 333 363
30 89 120 150 181 211 242 273 303 334 364
31 90 151 212 243 304 365
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

DOY in common years with 365 days (e.g. 2011, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2017)
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
1 32 61 92 122 153 183 214 245 275 306 336

2 33 62 93 123 154 184 215 246 276 307 337

3 34 63 94 124 155 185 216 247 277 308 338

4 35 64 95 125 156 186 217 248 278 309 339

5 36 65 96 126 157 187 218 249 279 310 340

6 37 66 97 127 158 188 219 250 280 311 341

7 38 67 98 128 159 189 220 251 281 312 342

8 39 68 99 129 160 190 221 252 282 313 343

9 40 69 100 130 161 191 222 253 283 314 344

10 41 70 101 131 162 192 223 254 284 315 345

11 42 71 102 132 163 193 224 255 285 316 346

12 43 72 103 133 164 194 225 256 286 317 347

13 44 73 104 134 165 195 226 257 287 318 348

14 45 74 105 135 166 196 227 258 288 319 349

15 46 75 106 136 167 197 228 259 289 320 350

16 47 76 107 137 168 198 229 260 290 321 351

17 48 77 108 138 169 199 230 261 291 322 352

18 49 78 109 139 170 200 231 262 292 323 353

19 50 79 110 140 171 201 232 263 293 324 354

20 51 80 111 141 172 202 233 264 294 325 355

21 52 81 112 142 173 203 234 265 295 326 356

22 53 82 113 143 174 204 235 266 296 327 357

23 54 83 114 144 175 205 236 267 297 328 358

24 55 84 115 145 176 206 237 268 298 329 359

25 56 85 116 146 177 207 238 269 299 330 360

26 57 86 117 147 178 208 239 270 300 331 361

27 58 87 118 148 179 209 240 271 301 332 362

28 59 88 119 149 180 210 241 272 302 333 363

29 60 89 120 150 181 211 242 273 303 334 364

30 90 121 151 182 212 243 274 304 335 365

31 91 152 213 244 305 366

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

DOY in leap years with 366 days (e.g. 2008, 2012, 2016)
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